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Abstract 

For an eSports commentator, the ability to promote the rivalry between the competitors is just as 
important as fast and accurate commentary. Thus, it is of interest how an experienced commentator 
achieves this promotional language per some theoretical framework. Using the relatively new and 
unexplored linguistic field of promotional metadiscourse the quality of commentary can be evaluated 
quantifiably. Thus, this paper investigates the promotional language used by accomplished eSports 
commentators, in contrast to inexperienced novices, in the game StarCraft II. This is achieved with a 
lexical analysis of two StarCraft II commentaries using categories of promotional language previously 
identified in press releases. Experienced commentators were found to have a much more extensive 
and varied vocabulary than their inexperienced counterparts, adopting stronger evaluative adjectives 
and adverbs, as well as metaphorical language, in their commentaries. After comparing the 
commentaries with each other, the comments of two experienced commentators were compared. In 
this analysis, the same results were found in regards to commentator experience, as the less 
experienced commentator in this team featured less varied and weaker evaluative language than his 
more experienced co-commentator, yet more varied and evaluative than the novices. This paper shows 
that metadiscursive analysis methods can be fruitfully applied to non-academic discourses, as well as 
shining a light on the entertainment genre of eSports as a subject for further study.  
 
Keywords: metadiscourse, eSports, promotional language, commentary, casters, evaluative 
adjectives, metaphors 
 
Sammanfattning på svenska 
Denna uppsats utforskar språket som används av etablerade eSportskommentatorer, i jämförelse med 
oerfarna nybörjare, i spelet StarCraft II. Detta har gjorts genom att analysera 
eSportskommentarmaterialet från två matcher med hjälp av en modell med kategorier för 
befrämjande språk, framställd för pressmeddelanden. Analysen fann att erfarna kommentatorer hade 
ett betydligt bredare och mer varierat ordförråd än sina mer oerfarna motparter, till exempel, genom 
användandet av mer starkt värderande adjektiv, förstärkande adverb och metaforer. Efter analysen av 
de två kommentarmaterialen gjordes en analys för liknande mönster av de två erfarna 
kommentatorernas språk. Denna jämförande analys fann att skillnaden i ordvalet även var knuten till 
kommentatorns erfarenhet, då den mindre erfarne kommentatorn hade ett mer begränsat och mindre 
varierat ordförråd än den mer erfarne kommentatorn, men betydligt mer varierat än noviserna. Denna 
uppsats visar att metadiskursiva metoder kan användas för att analysera icke-akademiskt språk, 
samtidigt som den visar på ett behov att undersöka E-sportsspråket som en genre. 
 
Nyckelord: Metadiskurs, eSport, främjande språk, kommentar, kommentator, värderande adjektiv, 
metaforer 
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1. Introduction and aims 

eSport is a new and emerging branch of sports that is quickly gaining popularity among the 

general public. After its humble beginnings in the 1980’s the competitive video gaming scene 

is estimated to grow into a billion-dollar market by 2018 (Superdata, 2016). Yet, unlike 

traditional sports such as football, basketball and tennis, even the most rudimentary 

knowledge of how these competitive games work and how they are played is very limited 

among people unfamiliar with the discourse and jargon used in and around the game. This lack 

of understanding, coupled with how busy the playing field may be at any given time, puts great 

responsibility on the commentators to help introduce new audiences to the game while keeping 

more experienced audience members interested. In this sense, there is one competitive game 

in particular that stands out, namely StarCraft II. In this Real-Time Strategy (RTS) game two 

players control the construction of buildings, extraction of resources, and the creation and 

manoeuvring of units on the battlefield. With all this taking place simultaneously and players 

often performing hundreds of actions per minute, the need for a capable commentator is 

essential. 

 

Much like in traditional sports the primary duty of the eSports commentators – which for this 

paper will be referred to by the colloquial term caster1– is to retell the action on the field in real 

time so that the audience may have an easier time following the game. However, it is equally 

important for a good caster to be able to make their audience excited for the match, the players, 

and the rivalry between them.  

 

This promotional language, as is defined by Maat (2007) and will be covered in more detail 

later in this paper, appears to be separated from the propositional content of the discourse. 

Indeed, when comparing the sentences That was incredible! and That was good, there appears 

to be little or no difference in the propositional content and meaning of the words; an action 

was performed and it was perceived positively by the speaker. Yet most people would probably 

find the former sentence more impactful and exciting than the latter. One way this promotional 

language can be studied is in the linguistic field of metadiscourse, as this relatively young field 

of language research may provide us with some useful frameworks for identifying this aspect 

of language. 

 

                                                             

1 Caster is a clipping of SHOUTcaster derived from SHOUTcast: an early open-source broadcasting 
software for eSports commentary. It can also function as a verb: to cast, having casted, etc.  
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According to Hyland (2005, p. 3) “metadiscourse embodies the idea that communication is 

more than just the exchange of information, goods or services, but also involves the 

personalities, attitudes and assumptions of those who are communicating”. It can be said to be 

the linguistic tool used by the speaker to create a desired attitude towards the propositional 

content in the reader or listener. This would make it an essential part of the set of tools available 

to casters when doing commentary, as it allows casters to use their own “ideas, feelings, beliefs, 

possible biases and so forth” (Saidian & Jalilifar, 2016, p. 1) to make the listener feel and think 

a certain way about the content presented.  As such it has been proposed to play a central part 

in virtually any form of human communication. 

 

This paper aims to expand on the limited research done in this area by examining the presence 

of metadiscursive elements – as further defined below – in the commentary of eSports matches. 

It is a reasonable assumption that the quality of the casters’ use of promotional metadiscourse 

is also indicative of the quality of the commentary, and hence it could be assumed that one 

could tell the difference between experienced and inexperienced commentators based on their 

use of metadiscourse, specifically metadiscursive elements which could be said to have a 

promotional effect. The question is then: can an analysis of this promotional metadiscourse, 

per a specified model or framework, provide a deeper insight into some specific differences 

between casters at different levels of casting proficiency? If so, what are these differences, both 

in terms of qualitative and quantitative aspects, and what may the results imply about casting 

proficiency? 

2. Background 

This section will cover an introduction of concepts of importance to the study, followed by a 

survey of previous work in the field. Thus, it will briefly sum up eSports, as well as the game 

StarCraft II specifically. Here it is important to mention that due to limited availability of 

explicit sources regarding eSports, much of the information regarding this subject will be based 

on the researcher’s own experience. In section 2.2, the concept of promotional metadiscourse 

will be explored more in detail. 

2.1 eSports 

eSports, generally speaking, is the playing of video games in a competitive setting where two 

teams or two individual players attempt to outdo each other by achieving one or several goals, 

often referred to as objectives, or by preventing their opponent from completing their 

objectives. The objective could be built into the game itself, such as having members of a team 
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stand within a designated area until a countdown finishes, often called point capture. This type 

of gameplay is common in First Person Shooter (FPS) games such as Overwatch (Version 1.6; 

Blizzard Entertainment, 2016) and Battlefield 1 (Update 12132016; DICE, 2016). Other 

common game modes include moving a payload: an object that moves forward along a track 

towards a goal while the attacking team stands near it, while the opposing team attempts to 

prevent this.  This is also common in certain FPS games such as Team Fortress 2 (Patch 

December 21; Valve Corporation, 2016).  

 

In RTS games however, players control multiple units, trying to destroy the opponent’s base or 

eliminate their presence on the field without allowing their opponent to do the same. 

Tournaments for hundreds of different games are organised every year with sometimes very 

impressive prize pools, the highest, at the point of writing, being The International 2016 prize 

pool of over 20 million US dollars (“The International 2016”, 2017). 

2.1.1 System for casting 

The casting system of eSports often mirrors that of traditional sports. The format generally 

consists of two casters known as the play-by-play and the colour (Lee, 2014). The play-by-play 

retells the action on the field as it happens and as such must be very verbally proficient and 

have a good understanding of the game. However, experience from competing in the games 

themselves is not necessary for the play-by-play. The colour, on the other hand, is often a 

retired veteran professional player who has a good understanding of the competitive discourse 

of the game, giving the audience a better understanding of the game and the intricate systems 

within it. After an action has taken place, such as an attack, the play-by-play often hands over 

their turn to the colour who analyses what happened, what led up to the events that took place, 

and what implications the events may have for the rest of the game. During the remaining 

down-time the two casters will often engage in a dialogue regarding the players’ chances, 

strategies, mentality etc. Most eSports casting follows this basic format, even if the two roles 

are held by a single individual or several people. 

2.1.2 StarCraft II 

Since its inception, StarCraft II has been considered one of the hallmark games in eSports; so 

much so that the game has been likened to playing "chess on 10 boards in real time." 

(Destructoid, 2013). The game is played with an aerial view of the battlefield, known as the 

map, where up to 400 soldiers, or units, can be maneuvered around by each player. The players 

must also construct buildings that allow for the training and upgrading of different units. The 

game has three civilisations, or races, that the players can play as: Terran, Protos and Zerg. 

These are often referred to by their initials. Each race operates essentially in the same way, but 
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with their own units, buildings, strengths, and weaknesses, the race creates a niche for itself 

(Xlnqeniuz, 2015). As a standard competitive match is a duel between two players, no more 

than two of the races are present in any one match. However, players may play the same race.  

 

The construction of buildings and units are primarily limited by the two resources minerals 

and gas, which must be collected by special units often called workers, though they are also 

often referred to by their race-specific names. Each player also has a unit value cap that limits 

how many units can be on the field, with each unit having its own value. The name of this value 

also changes between the races: Supply for Terrans, Psi for Protos, and Control for Zerg. A 

race-specific building or units has to be produced in order to increase this limit, which makes 

for valuable targets to attack as supply blocking the opponent stops them from reinforcing 

their army. 

 

As the game progresses the players will expand beyond their home base to any of the other 

valid locations on the map where another base can be constructed. This is to increase resource 

collection. The base that players start with is often referred to as the main, the second base is 

known as the natural, followed by a numbering of any subsequent base. These bases often 

serve as location markers for casters to quickly refer to a position on the map.  

 

The goal of the game is to remove the opponent’s entire presence from the map. A professional 

match rarely ever ends this way, however, as it is considered common courtesy to concede the 

game, after typing “GG”, meaning ‘good game’, in the chat box, when a player cannot 

conceivably win. 

2.1.3 Research in the genre of eSports 

There have been several research papers studying eSports, its players, and its consumers, in 

various fields. It has been studied in terms of behavioural and motivational patterns of 

consumers (Lee & Schoensted, 2011); used as a tool for studying the learning of complex skills, 

which challenged common assumptions (Thompson, Blair, Chen & Henry, 2013); used to study 

the decline in motor skills and reaction time in young adults, finding a slowing after age 24 

(Thomson, Blair & Henrey, 2014), and has been tested for its general relevance in academic 

discourses (Wagner, 2006), to name a few.  

 

In the area of linguistics, however, research is sparser. In 2015 a corpus analysis of how casters 

choose to “annotate” game changing events was presented at a conference (Olshefski, 2015). 

However, to the knowledge of the researcher, no other linguistic paper has been published in 

the genre of eSports. With this in mind, eSports could arguably have a very large potential as a 
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subject of study. However, equally clear is also that it is an object of research much too under-

researched for its size and popularity. 

2.2 Metadiscourse 

This section covers the work that has been done on metadiscourse. It starts off with a section 

defining what metadiscourse is, to then move on to the main research done in this area in 

Section 2.2.2. Finally, the section will conclude by covering the most relevant sources for this 

paper in Section 2.2.3. 

2.2.1 Defining metadiscourse 

In the linguistic field of discourse analysis, metadiscourse is a relatively new concept. After 

being first conceived of by Zellig Harris (1959, p. 944), it was not developed extensively until 

the late 1980’s and was not developed into its current state until Hyland (2005). It is thus 

fitting to present Hyland’s work here as it can be considered the cornerstone for the definition 

of metadiscourse. Literally meaning “beyond discourse” (Saidian & Jalilifar, 2016, p. 10), or 

discourse referring to itself, the concept of metadiscourse has remained relatively vague 

throughout its development (Hyland, 2005). As such, this paper will first look into the major 

factors that characterize and define metadiscourse, so that it can be understood fully before 

moving on to the current research done in this area.  

 

One of the primary defining features of metadiscourse is that it is separate from the factual or 

objective content of the message. Hyland defines the latter, which he calls “propositional 

content”, as “something that can be argued about, affirmed, denied, doubted, insisted upon, 

qualified, tempered, regretted, and so on” (Hyland, 2005, p. 30). Metadiscourse, on the other 

hand, appears to embody a different complex phenomenon where information beyond the 

content is transferred in the interaction between the interlocutors. These two features of 

language are separate and distinct aspects in their own right, but they still hold equal 

importance in communication being received as intended, Hyland argues. When one aspect is 

studied without considering the other aspect occurs what Hyland calls the “transactional-

interactional division” (2005, p. 30), and it has historically caused metadiscourse, or the 

interactional aspects of language, to take a backseat to the transactional aspects of language, 

possibly explaining why metadiscourse is as understudied as it is (Hyland, 2005).  

 

The importance of the connection between the transactional and metadiscursive aspects of 

language can be understood more clearly by looking at attempts to simplify metadiscourse 

definitions by confining it within strict content parameters. Bunton (1999), for example, 

suggested in his paper a model for analysing what he called “metatext”. In this model 
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metadiscourse was defined as language within the text that pointed or referred to the text itself. 

This model would limit the reach of metadiscourse to only include passages like In a later 

chapter we will discuss… or As mentioned above…. While this does make for a convenient and 

easily identified model for metadiscourse, it fails to show how the author interacts with their 

audience. Ultimately, this model is only useful in recognizing and studying the speaker’s 

awareness of their own work (Hyland 2005).  

 

In conclusion, metadiscourse can be said to be an aspect of text or speech that, though it is 

separate from the objective content, cannot be disregarded as a separate phenomenon when 

analysing a text. As any form of communication is inherently meant to be received by someone, 

there must be aspects of language that enhance the interaction between the addressee and the 

addressor. Thus, metadiscourse can be said to be an inherent, interactional potential that 

resides within the language itself, be it in the form of lexis, syntax, etc., that is used by the 

addressor and serves as a tool for interaction with the addressee, using assumptions about the 

addressee’s thoughts, opinions, needs for guidance or clarification, etc., for the propositional 

content to reach the addressee as intended. 

 

With this more refined definition of metadiscouse, which will serve as the basis for this analysis, 

the paper will now move on to what relevant research has been done in this area and how it 

relates to this paper. 

2.2.2 Previous research on metadiscourse 

There have been a number of papers studying metadiscursive features in various disciplines. 

For example, in the academic discourse, research papers in language and literary studies have 

been studied for the presence of features that could be considered metadiscursive (Afros & 

Schryer, 2009). Here, the focus was on how researchers used metadiscourse in the form of 

“evaluative lexis, coordination, comment clauses, personal pronouns, lexical cohesion, and 

discourse chunks sequencing” (p. 1) to self-promotional ends. This, it was found, the 

researchers accomplished by using academic, positively evaluating language when referring to 

their own work and the work they built upon. Conversely, the researchers utilised overall 

negative evaluations when discussing dissenting views and arguments.  

 

Also, in a 2012 study by Lewin and Perpignan, metadiscourse was found to be present in 

literary criticism, here in the form of creating a sense of alliance with the reader through the 

strategies of:  
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(i) [enlisting] the reader as a co-constructor of the argument (as we can see…); (ii) 
[co-opting] the reader to participate in “action” (recommendations) to achieve 
mutual goals and in the quest for knowledge; (iii) [drawing] the reader into the 
consensus of the discourse community; (iv) [obliging] the reader to accept the 
writer’s emotions and value. (Lewin & Perpignan, 2012, pp. 753-754).  

 

The findings showed that in terms of these strategies metadiscourse was present in literary 

criticism papers. However, as is pointed out by Lewin and Perpignan (2012), it is unclear 

whether the authors were fully aware of their use of these strategies for the purpose of 

recruiting their readers in their texts. 

 

There have also been studies of metadiscourse in school textbooks (Crismore & Farnsworth, 

1990), in medical writing (Taavitsainen, 2000), and in the annual reports of companies 

(Hyland, 1998), all showing that metadiscourse was indeed an important part of the works they 

studied. 

 

What is evident from these papers is that metadiscourse is indeed present in a wide variety of 

disciplines. Furthermore, models specifically for promotional metadiscourse have been 

fruitfully applied to various discourse, such as in Afros and Schryer (2009) in regards to 

research articles, as well as, arguably, in Lewin and Perpignan in regards to literary criticism, 

as “one can also say that recruiting the reader is, in the long run, a means of self-promotion of 

the writer” (2012, p. 754). This is important for the present paper as it provides a good 

foundation for the central role of an eSports caster: to promote the players, their conflicts, and 

the rivalry between them. However, though there is substantial evidence, as well as existing 

frameworks for such promotional metadiscourse, the fact that the majority of these papers 

feature analyses of academic discourse makes it difficult for them to be applied to the non-

academic discourse that the present paper focuses on. For example, Lewin and Perpignan 

(2012) based their model on structures within texts that drew the reader in, such as the reader 

can see.., or by asking a question which the reader and writer would answer together. Similarly, 

Afros and Schryer (2009) focused on devices which emphasise the credibility of the author and 

the work they had built upon, with devices such as self-citations, or the use of signposting and 

hedges, to show academic discipline and to save face. It is obvious that these frameworks are 

not compatible with discourses such as sports commentary. Considering its unplanned and 

improvised language, which may not even contain complete sentence structures if the action 

on the field is fast enough, and the sometimes outright disregard of conventional face-saving 

acts found in academia, eSports commentaries no doubt require special attention.  
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Though few in numbers, there have been attempts to develop functioning models in non-

academic discourses that have focused on the promotional aspect of metadiscourse. These 

models will be discussed in detail in the next section.  

2.2.3 Models of non-academic promotional metadiscursive features 

Of the papers available on non-academic promotional metadiscourse, the most relevant for the 

present paper is Saidian and Jalilifar (2016), who investigated the use and occurrence of 

promotional metadiscursive elements in the English and Farsi commentaries of the 2014 FIFA 

World Cup semi-final between Germany and Brazil. The paper, which used a model presented 

in a separate paper studying the presence of promotional language in press releases (Maat, 

2007), found strong evidence of promotional metadiscourse being present in both the English 

and Farsi commentaries. Maat’s (2007) model will be covered later in this section. 

 

In line with Maat’s categories, two rules were instated to ensure that a particular instance or 

word in the commentary served a promotional purpose:  

  
First, [the promotional feature] must accentuate the proposition regarding the 
addressor's intentions and interests. Second, if these features are omitted from 
the discourse or replaced by a less forceful equivalent, the meaning and 
grammaticality of the pertaining structure should not be affected. (Saidian & 
Jalilifar, 2016, p. 11) 

 

Saidian and Jalilifar’s main focus in the paper was to study how metadiscourse was used by the 

commentators to promote the match to the audience. They did this from the perspective of 

what impact the promotional metadiscursive items, per Maat’s (2007) categories, had on the 

content they modified. The results were categorised in regards to player promotion, promotion 

of the audience, promotion of the coaches, referees, teams, and so on. While Saidian and 

Jalilifar provide an excellent basis for analysis, as their paper not only covers promotional 

metadiscourse but also sports commentaries, their focus was on what the metadiscursive 

elements alter. As the present paper focuses on the metadiscursive elements themselves, their 

methodology is not compatible. However, the underlying model used, which was adopted from 

Maat’s (2007) paper on press releases, may be suitable for the purposes of this paper. Thus, 

Maat’s model will now be covered more in detail. 

 

Maat’s (2007) model centres around a set of 13 categories of lexical items. These include 

premodifiers, adjectives divided into sub-categories, adverbs divided into sub-categories, 

intensifying quantifiers, time adjuncts, intensifiers of numerals, negations of numerals, modal 

intensifiers, and connectives. These categories have in common that they are used to evoke 

positive attitudes in the addressee by, for example, positively evaluating the subject, or by 
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amplifying or intensifying aspects of the subject that are positive. Examples of this include 

evaluating the subject as extensive, significant, and unique, or by negating the negative aspects 

of the subject with only or less than. Other promotional elements are adjectives that are 

intended to evoke a generally positive feeling or attitude towards the subject, called property 

specifying adjectives, such as reliable, clear, and practical. These adjectives may not have 

positive value in and of themselves but do carry promotional value in their context. The 

example given for this is well-known. What makes this model attractive for analysing sports 

commentary, in conjunction with the two rules for promotional metadiscourse mentioned 

above, is that carefully formulated sentences and grammatical accuracy is not a requirement 

for the model’s application. Because of this, Maat’s model is deemed most fitting for this paper 

and will serve as the central theoretical framework for the analysis. Certain adaptations are 

needed however, as the discourse of press releases, though non-academic in nature, is still 

quite different from eSports commentary. An important example of this is how press releases 

generally try to display the company in the best light possible and as such Maat only counts 

positive evaluation as promotional, whereas this may not apply to eSports commentary. These 

differences and how they affect the adaptation of this model for the present paper will be 

covered in more detail in Section 3.2.  

 

What we can gather from the two research papers touched upon in this section is that 

metadiscourse is an important part of human communication. Yet contrary to this apparent 

importance, it is also an understudied area of linguistics. Additionally, as the vast majority of 

existing papers have focused merely on academic metadiscourse, a substantial opportunity 

may have been missed to examine the use of metadiscourse in discourses where, in the end, 

most of human communication takes place: in non-academic, unplanned, unedited, and 

unmoderated speech. 

 

Since examining a largely unexplored area of language is a considerable undertaking, a sensible 

place to start would be the fast-paced, often off-the-cuff, and potentially highly confusing 

discourse of eSports and its live commentaries. If the ability to excite a listener is indeed an 

important part of communication acts in any discourse, then finding how it operates under 

pressure, with the need for speed and precision of eSports commentary, is no doubt an 

interesting objective. Thus, the overarching aim of this paper is to gain an insight into what 

promotional metadiscursive features, according to Maat’s model for promotional language 

(2007), are present in the commentaries of competitive StarCraft II matches, and how the 

promotional metadiscursive proficiency of the casters relates to the casters’ overall casting 

proficiency. 
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3. Methods and materials 

In this section, the paper will first cover the selected material for analysis and the criteria for 

said selection. Then in Section 3.2, the data collection method is described. The paper then 

goes into the adaptations that were needed for the model to suit the data for analysis. The 

section concludes with the limitations of the paper. 

3.1 Materials and selection criteria 

In order to study the use of promotional metadiscursive language in eSports commentary, two 

separate commentaries were selected, with one perceived as a successful commentary and one 

perceived as a less successful commentary based on a number of criteria. These criteria, as well 

as a description of the commentaries selected, are what will be covered in this section. As 

mentioned previously, there are few published sources that detail StarCraft II eSports and its 

community. As such, when no sources are overtly cited in this section, the information is drawn 

from the researcher’s own experiences and acquired knowledge of the game and its community. 

 

It was deemed crucial for the main successful subject commentary to be as highly regarded in 

the StarCraft II scene as possible. The merit as well as the commentary experience of the casters, 

as well as their proficiency in English, were also carefully considered in the selection to ensure 

a high quality of casting. The match selection was similarly based on the quality of the players, 

as well as the length and outcome of the match. Underdog situations, where one player is 

considered severely disfavoured to win, and turn-arounds, where a losing player turns the 

game around and wins unexpectedly, were very much favoured characteristics. This is because 

such situations are likely to provide the casters with plenty of exciting material to comment on. 

 

Thus, the caster selected for analysis was Mr John Bain, primarily known by his YouTube 

username TotalBiscuit, or TB for short. Bain has had multiple careers in broadcasting, 

including working as a DJ, music radio host, talk radio host, podcast host, eSports caster, and 

commentary-based video games critic (“TotalBiscuit”, 2016).  

 

The match selected was part of Bain’s privately owned and administered tournament 

ShoutCraft Kings; a so-called ‘best-of-one’ or ‘King of the Hill-style’ tournament where one 

player faces a challenger and the winner gets to face the next challenger, winning an amount 

of money for each victory. This format has been hypothesised by the general community to 

force each player to play to the best of their ability in every match as the players are not given 
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multiple matches to learn the behaviour of their opponent. If this hypothesis is indeed correct, 

it should ensure a high-quality match for this analysis. 

 

The match ultimately selected was between the players Lee ‘INnoVation’ Shin Hyung, and 

‘ByuN’ Hyun Woo in the 2016 September edition of the tournament. Both players are 

considered of a very high calibre, with Lee having dominated the Korean StarCraft II scene for 

some time and having won the 2015 Global StarCraft II League: Code S (“INnoVation”, 2016), 

and Byun being known for doing very well in various online tournaments and going on to win 

the 2016 StarCraft II World Championship Series, earning the title of World Champion 

(“ByuN”, 2017). 

 

Acting alongside John Bain as the colour caster for this match was Benjamin ‘DeMusliM’ Baker. 

Baker is a professional player from the United Kingdom who has turned more towards casting 

since around 2011/2012, but as of 2016 still primarily plays the game professionally. Although 

with more limited experience as a caster than Bain, Baker is still deemed proficient enough to 

be a semi-professional caster (“DeMusliM”, 2016).  

 

To provide the point of comparison needed for this analysis, a non-professionally casted match 

was also selected for analysis. This non-professional commentary was selected based on the 

following four criteria: 

1. The non-professional commentary would be roughly as long as the professionally 

casted match. 

2. The casters were proficient in English; preferably native speakers.  

3. The casters knew the game well enough that the quality of commentary was not 

substandard due to a lack of knowledge of the game. 

4.  None of the casters had a serious background in professional casting.  

 

Under these criteria, the tournament Homestory Cup was considered ideal. With a more casual 

tone than most StarCraft II tournaments, Homestory Cup is casted solely by other professional 

players. It has been described as “just a bunch of players having a good time. Cameras happen 

to be rolling and there happen to be microphones” (Bain, 2014, 11 June). This makes for a good 

baseline in terms of the casters’ promotional metadiscursive proficiency as professional players 

will be able to tell what happens on the field, but may lack the ability to convey it to their 

audience.  

 

The match selected was the semi-finals of the 2014 Homestory Cup X between the players Yun 

‘TaeJa’ Young Seo, and Ko ‘HyuN’ Seok Hyun. Yun won a number of victories in the Korean 
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ESV TV Weeklies around 2011/2012 and performed very well in the 2012 IPL Team Arena 

Challenge 3 tournament, reaching the finals with a record-breaking 23 wins to three losses 

(“TaeJa”, 2016). Meanwhile, Ko reached the GSL Season 5: Code S finals in 2012, while at the 

same time being the champion of the IGN Pro League Fight Club for 14 weeks in succession. 

However, he performed poorly in the period before the material for this paper was collected, 

with several losses in the 2016 GSL Code A season 1, season 2, and the 2015 WCS Global Finals 

(“HyuN”, 2016). 

 

The game was casted by the three professional players Sam ‘Kane’ Morrissette, Patrick ‘Bunny’ 

Brix, and Steven ‘Destiny’ Bonnell, none of whom have experience in professional eSports 

casting. Morrissette is a Canadian fulltime student, as of early 2017, and a professional Zerg 

player with one win in the 2013 ShoutCraft America and a second place in the 2015 OSC Global 

Allstars (“Kane”, 2016). Brix, a Danish Terran player, scored very well in various Danish and 

international tournaments from 2012 to 2016 (“Bunny”, 2016). Finally, Bonnell, a Zerg player 

from the U.S.A., is well known in the StarCraft II scene as a successful streamer, where he 

broadcasts his own competitive matches with his own live commentary. He has, however, had 

a patchy record of tournaments, having joined and left several teams without any major 

victories (“Destiny”, 2016). Both Morrissette and Bonnell are native English speakers, whereas 

Brix is Danish but proficient in English. 

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Data collection 

The two matches were located as online Videos on Demand (VODs) and were transcribed using 

an online transcription tool. 2  After both the ShoutCraft Kings and Homestory Cup 

commentaries were transcribed and converted into a Microsoft Words document, each 

commentary was analysed. A separate read-through was conducted for each category to 

identify promotional language. Any instance deemed to fit the category was annotated. After 

concluding the initial analysis for all categories, the types and their instances were noted down 

in a separate document. Afterwards several cross-searches were carried out in the transcription 

for each listed type in order to locate any instance of the same type missed by the researcher. 

These were then manually evaluated for their metadiscursive value in their context. The new 

results were noted down in the separate document. The analyses were once again conducted 

from the beginning as a final check, and were later ordered by category in a table. The 

                                                             

2 The transcription tool “Transcribe” by Wreally Studios can be found at 
https://transcribe.wreally.com/ 
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categories and their description were taken directly from Maat (2007) and were adapted to fit 

this study and the data analysed, wherever necessary. These adaptations will be covered in the 

next section. 

3.2.2 Model adaptations 

As Maat’s (2007) 13 categories are meant for the discourse of press releases, the differences 

between said discourse and the discourse of sports commentary need to be considered. Firstly, 

one of the main purposes of press releases is to put the company in the best light possible. This 

is done, according to Maat, by using positively evaluating lexis such as excellent, innovative, 

and considerably to highlight positive aspects of the company. For negative aspects of the 

company, such as bad sales figures etc., mitigations were instead adopted, such as only and 

less than (Maat, 2007). Looking at eSports commentary, on the other hand, the motives are 

quite different. Though the ultimate goal of both press releases and commentaries is to 

promote a subject, a caster wants to promote the match as a whole, not just one player in the 

same manner a company uses a press release to promote itself. As a result, negative evaluations 

of a player, their strategy, their mistakes, etc., can be said to potentially have a positive impact 

on the audience’s perception of the match, even though the audience’s perception of the player 

may be negatively affected. This is because negative evaluations intensify the rivalry, conflict, 

and competition between the players. For this reason, Maat’s categories were adapted to 

include both positive and negative evaluation and intensifiers to fit the present paper. 

 

Further addition was also made to the model in the form of an additional category representing 

expressive or image-generating nouns, such as nightmare or Achille’s heel. This addition was 

deemed necessary as these nouns contributed to the variation in the vocabulary and helped 

conceptualise the behaviour of the players and the action on the field with the help of 

metaphors. Such conceptualisation aids in the transferring of the propositional content of the 

commentary to the audience without altering its meaning, and as such it is metadiscursive per 

the definition developed earlier in Section 2.2.1.  

 

Furthermore, additional clarification was added to reinforce the distinction between the 

categories intensifying adjectives and evaluative adjectives, as this was not clearly outlined in 

Maat’s description. Thus, in addition to “Adjectives intensifying the interpretation of the noun” 

(Maat, 2007, p 69), according to Allerton (1990, p. 31), it can be said that intensifying 

adjectives “express a high degree of the quality already inherent in the meaning of the noun. 

Thus, the meaning of great concern could be expressed as ‘very concerned concern’”. 
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Several categories from the original model were removed from the model used in the analysis. 

Firstly, one of Maat’s (2007) adjectival categories – Comparative and superlative degrees – 

was removed and not considered in the analysis, as its definition and implementation was 

unclear. Instead, types that may have fallen under this category were allocated across the 

categories considered suitable. Also, the categories Place and Mitigators of numerals were 

removed, as these did not yield any results in the analysis for either of the commentaries. 

Mitigators of numerals was otherwise a category still considered unfit for the purposes of 

eSports commentaries, as it is not in a caster’s interest to reduce the apparent importance of a 

negative quantity or numeral; he or she would instead likely attempt to amplify it. 

 

Finally, the eight categories that remain largely unchanged from the original model are: 

Premodifiers, Evaluative adjectives, Property specifying adjectives, Intensifying quantifiers, 

Intensifying adverbs, Time adjuncts, Intensifying numerals, and Connectives. 

 

The framework presented here, which makes use of individual types out of their context for 

analysis, obviously lends itself best to quantitative analysis, looking at the differences of 

dispersion of types within and across categories. However, as metadiscourse is, in its 

foundation, an evaluative area of study, this quantitative analysis should also be accompanied 

by a qualitative analysis looking into what these types may suggest from a qualitative 

standpoint. For example, are individual types in certain categories perceived as more powerful 

than others? Can a pattern of various types be observed? What conclusions do these patterns 

allow about the quality of the casting? All these points will be explored in a qualitative analysis 

following the quantitative analysis. In the case at hand, the casters’ use of metaphors was 

considered relevant, and as such, the data was analysed using conceptual metaphor theory. 

3.3 Delimitations 

One major limitation of this paper is the inherent lack of defined parameters of metadiscourse 

itself. As discussed in Section 2, metadiscourse is a relatively new area of research with little 

consensus in the literature on how to define, study, and approach it. This, of course, has led to 

an overall lack of a standardised model for general application when analysing metadiscourse. 

As also mentioned before, previous research in this area has primarily centred on academic 

discourses, making the few models or frameworks that do exist not generally applicable. Even 

Maat’s (2007) 13 categories of promotional language, which were meant for press releases, had 

to be adapted to fit the data of this paper. This means that the quantitative results of the study 

may remain in a preliminary stage of analysis and that more research is needed to determine 

how generalisable the results of this paper are. 
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The qualitative results of this paper are affected by similar limitations. Given that any analysis 

regarding the quality of the casting depends heavily on the results of the quantitative analysis, 

such as which types are used to what extent across which categories, no model could be defined 

beforehand. This lack of a predefined hypothesis makes the results more susceptible to the 

researcher’s bias as to what is, and is not, data of importance. 

 

The study is also limited by the scope of its data set. With only two commentaries, the results 

are far from conclusive. Factors such as the quality of the matches being commentated on, the 

number of interesting actions and events to comment on during the match, and the attitudes, 

feelings, and personalities of each caster may be reasonably expected to affect the quality of 

the commentary. 

 

Similarly, with only one researcher working on the paper, the results are very much subject to 

bias. This could be eliminated to some extent if several researchers conducted the analysis 

simultaneously, applying Cohen’s Kappa to measure the degree of agreement between the 

results (Cohen, 1960). However, due to limited resources and time this was not possible, 

restricting the validity of the results.  

4. Analysis and results 

This section comprises the results of the paper. Section 4.1 is a quantitative analysis of all the 

promotional types and the frequencies in which they occur, followed by a quantitative 

evaluation of the data. The main aspects taken into account in the quantitative analysis include 

the total number of types and tokens relative to the length of the commentary, as well as the 

level of variation of the casters’ vocabulary and how this relates to the casters’ perceived casting 

proficiency. In the qualitative analysis presented in Section 4.2, the largest perceived 

differences and patterns between the two types of casters (professional and non-professional) 

will be considered in more detail and evaluated in terms of what they suggest about the casters’ 

proficiency and the quality of the commentary. Here it is worth mentioning that this is not an 

exhaustive qualitative analysis, but a mere evaluation of the main differences between the 

casters relative to their casting experience and proficiency as perceived by the researcher.  

4.1 Quantitative analysis 

The data extrapolated from the commentaries is displayed in Table 1.  The left-most column 

specifies the category of promotional elements. To the right of that is a brief description of what 

constitutes the category. The description is taken from Maat (2007) and was adapted for this 
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paper and its results. The two right-most columns show the promotional tokens used in the 

commentaries by category. The types in each category are ordered by their frequency which is 

shown in brackets to the right of each type. Types in the same category occurring the same 

number of times were ordered alphabetically. The totals of types and tokens in each category 

are shown at the bottom of each commentary cell. 
 

Table 1. Promotional tokens and instances in the ShoutCraft and Homestory commentaries. 
Category Description ShoutCraft Homestory 

Premodifiers and 

postmodifiers 

Amplifying pre-modifying 

and post-modifying tokens 

indicating extreme degrees 

of evaluated properties, such 

as super and brand new, 

and nominal premodifiers 

indicating exceptional 

quality, such as No. 1 and 

top-class 

super   [6] 

of all time   [2] 

 top tier   [2] 

for the ages   [1] 

longest-reigning   [1] 

longest-running   [1] 

of that magnitude   [1] 

top   [1] 

top   [1] 

Types and [tokens] totals 8 [15] 1 [1] 

Expressive nouns This category includes nouns 

that are considered 

especially impactful and use 

metaphorical concepts to 

create a powerful and easily 

understood framing of the 

action on the field or of the 

behaviour of the players. 

These include items such as 

monster, catastrophe, and 

Achille’s heel.  

throne   [4] 

monster   [3] 

maniac   [2] 

tear   [1] 

Achille’s heel   [1] 

barbecue   [1] 

beast   [1] 

blinder   [1] 

bombing-out   [1] 

king   [1] 

knife-fight   [1] 

madman   [1] 

maverick   [1] 

nightmare   [1] 

pieces   [1] 

spoiler   [1] 

trap   [1] 

war of attrition   [1] 

whelp   [1] 

hell   [1] 

magic   [1] 

kahunas   [1] 

sundrome   [1] 

Types and [Tokens] totals  19 [25] 4 [4] 
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Category Description ShoutCraft Homestory 

Evaluative adjectives These adjectives refer to 

positive and negative 

evaluations. Examples are 

terrific, good, special, 

unstoppable, unique, awful, 

and excellent.  

 

good   [8] 

perfect   [6] 

huge   [5] 

smart   [4] 

best   [3] 

better   [3] 

decent   [3] 

great   [3] 

pure   [3] 

weird   [3] 

absolute   [2] 

awful   [2] 

big   [2] 

crazy   [2] 

crippling   [2] 

hard   [2] 

impeccable   [2] 

insane   [2] 

long   [2] 

superior   [2] 

unstoppable   [2] 

amazing   [1] 

devastating   [1] 

dramatic   [1] 

funny   [1] 

giddy   [1] 

hectic   [1] 

impetuous   [1] 

lovely   [1] 

pivotal   [1] 

safe   [1] 

spectacular   [1] 

terrible   [1] 

tiny   [1] 

untenable   [1] 

good   [29] 

big   [7] 

hard  [4] 

huge   [2] 

long   [2] 

nice   [2] 

only ‘sole’   [2] 

perfect   [2] 

quick   [2] 

sloppy   [2] 

annoying   [1] 

better   [1] 

decent   [1] 

important   [1] 

infuriating   [1] 

powerful   [1] 

rough   [1] 

safe   [1] 

shitty   [1] 

smart   [1] 

strong   [1] 

woozy   [1] 

 

Types and [tokens] totals 35 [77] 22 [67] 
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Category Description ShoutCraft Homestory 

Intensifying adjectives 

  

Adjectives that emphasise 

the inherent properties of 

the noun and are thus very 

context sensitive. E.g. a 

significant danger is a 

very dangerous danger. 

 

significant   [2] - 

Types and [tokens] totals 1 [1] 0 

Property specifying 

adjectives 

Some of these adjectives 

may evoke a positive 

attitude in general, such as 

innovative. Most of them 

however refer to 

properties that are not 

innately positive, and are 

sometimes negative, but 

have a positive impact. 

E.g. Suicidal, though 

negative, positively 

impacts the viewers’ 

perception of the match. 

innovative   [5] 

robotic   [3] 

gnarly   [2] 

massive   [2] 

solid   [2] 

suicidal   [2] 

aggressive   [1] 

ballsy   [1] 

clinical   [1] 

ice cold   [1] 

nastiest   [1] 

rich   [1] 

 

ugly   [2] 

aggressive   [1] 

dirty   [1] 

effective   [1] 

heavy   [1] 

massive   [1] 

passive   [1] 

rich   [1] 

Types and [tokens] totals 12 [22] 8 [9] 

Intensifying quantifiers This category includes 

quantifiers used in 

conjunction with singular 

and plural noun phrases, 

such as all, various, 

entire, several, millions, 

and many, as well as 

elements indicating 

quantities beyond some 

expectation. 

 

all   [8] 

a lot of   [6]  

entire   [2] 

even more   [2] 

only   [2] 

a huge amount of   [1] 

many   [1] 

 

all   [8] 

a lot of   [7] 

many   [5] 

only   [1] 

entire   [1] 

Types and [tokens] totals 7 [22] 5 [11] 
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Category Descriprion ShoutCraft Homestory 

Intensifying adverbs 

 

This category includes 

items such as 

tremendously, 

considerably, well, 

strongly, more and more, 

even such as in even 

faster, and exactly such as 

in exactly on time. 

However, it does not 

include instances where 

tokens are used in a 

negating way, such as not 

very much. 

 

 

very   [18] 

really   [11] 

even   [10] 

actually   [9] 

so   [8] 

absolutely   [4] 

at all   [4] 

definitely   [4] 

more   [4] 

completely   [3] 

honestly   [3] 

much   [3] 

well   [3] 

ahead   [2] 

an awful lot   [2] 

especially   [2] 

incredibly   [2] 

way (e.g. – too far)   [2] 

all ‘completely’   [1] 

badly   [1] 

entirely   [1] 

exactly   [1] 

exceptionally   [1] 

far   [1] 

immediately   [1] 

literally   [1] 

ridiculously   [1] 

significantly   [1] 

so   [19] 

very   [18] 

really   [16] 

actually   [6] 

at all   [5] 

much   [4] 

well   [3] 

absolutely   [2] 

horribly   [2] 

unfortunately   [2] 

definitely   [1] 

disgustingly   [1] 

easily   [1] 

far (e.g. – more)   [1] 

harmlessly   [1] 

immaculately   [1] 

immediately   [1] 

literally   [1] 

poorly   [1] 

way (e.g. – too far)   [1] 

 
 

Types and [tokens] totals 28 [104] 20 [87] 

Time adjuncts 

 

This category includes 

items such as already, 

which is used to suggest 

that a positively evaluated 

situation starts to hold 

earlier than was expected 

or has been holding longer 

 than was expected.  

always   [9] 

already   [5] 

little bit of time (e.g. in  

      just a –)   [1] 

all this time  [1] 

  

 

already   [2] 

Types and [tokens] totals 4 [16] 1 [2] 
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Category Description ShoutCraft Homestory 

Intensifying numerals 

 

Intensifiers of numerals 

indicate strongly evaluated 

positive and negative 

quantities. This includes 

items such as almost, and 

over. Only counted as 

intensifying when it 

marked the importance of 

a lack of some quantity.  

 

only   [1] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

only   [4] 

almost   [1] 

Types and [tokens] totals 1 [1] 2 [5] 

Modal intensifiers This category includes 

adverbs that serve to 

emphasise or control the 

attitude towards the 

contents of the entire 

clause, such as of course, 

obviously, and simply.  

 

obviously   [5] 

of course   [5] 

certainly   [1] 

obviously   [1] 

ultimately   [1] 

Types and [tokens] totals  3 [11] 2 [2] 

Connectives Connectives are only 

considered promotional if 

their use is to point out the 

sheer amount contained in 

any list of quantities. 

Examples include besides  

and moreover. 

besides   [1] - 

Types and [tokens] totals 1 [1] 0 [0]   

 

The data suggest a large quantitative difference between the two commentaries, especially in 

terms of the apparent variation in the vocabulary. To get an overview of the data, the figures 

from Table 1 are summarised in Table 2. Most notable here is the total ratio of types to tokens 

for both commentaries. With 119 types to 296 tokens (~40% type/token ratio) in ShoutCraft 

Kings, and 65 types to 199 tokens (~33% type/token ratio) in Homestory Cup, the professional 

commentary featured a 7 percent-point greater ratio of types to tokens, resulting in the 

ShoutCraft Kings commentary being 21% more diverse in its use of types to express 

promotional metadiscourse ( × 100 = 21 ), suggesting a more varied vocabulary. The 

professional commentary also featured a greater amount of both types and tokens than the 

non-professional commentary. Per 1000 words of commentary ShoutCraft featured 42% more 

types ( × 100 = 42 ) and almost 14% more tokens ( × 100 = 13.8 ) than the 

Homestory Cup commentary, with the ShoutCraft Kings commentary at 4463 words and the 

Homestory Cup commentary at 3438 words.  
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Table 2. ShoutCraft Kings & Homestory Cup summary of promotional metadiscursive elements 

Category ShoutCraft  

Ratio of Types to Tokens 

 

N                        % 

ShoutCraft 

% Of Total 

Types | % Of Total 

Tokens 

Homestory 

Ratio of Types to Tokens 

 

N                     % 

Homestory 

% Of Total types 

| % Of Total 

Tokens 

Premodifiers 8/15 53.3%          6.7% 5.1% 1/1 100% 1.5% 0.5% 

Evaluative adjectives 35/77 45.5% 29.4% 26.0% 22/67 32.8% 33.8% 33.7% 

Intensifying adjectives 1/2 50.0% 0.8% 0.7% 0 - - - 

Property specifying 

adjectives 

12/22 54.5% 10.1% 7.4% 8/9 88.8% 12.3% 4.5% 

Intensifying quantifiers 7/22 31.8% 5.9% 7.4% 5/22 22.7% 7.7% 11.1% 

Intensifying adverbs 28/104 26.9% 23.5% 35.1% 20/87 22.9% 30.8% 43.5% 

Time adjuncts 4/16 25.0% 3.4% 5.4% 1/2 50.0% 1.5% 1.1% 

Intensifiers of numerals 1/1 100% 0.8% 0.3% 2/5 40.0% 3.1% 2.5% 

Modal intensifiers 3/11 27.2% 2.5% 3.7% 2/2 100% 3.1% 1.1% 

Connectives 1/1 100% 0.8% 0.3% 0 - - - 

Expressive nouns 19/25 76% 16.0% 8.4% 4/4 100% 6.2% 2.0% 

Total 

Per 1000 words 

119/296 

27/67 

40.2%  65/199 

19/58 

32.6% 

 

 

To get a clearer view of the dispersion of types and tokens across all categories, the percentages 

in Table 2 are plotted in Figure 1 and Figure 2. Figure 1 shows the dispersion of types and 

tokens from the ShoutCraft Kings commentary, and Figure 2 shows the same for the 

Homestory Cup commentary. Here we can more easily see how both types and tokens were 

more evenly distributed across the categories in the ShoutCraft Kings commentary compared 

to the Homestory Cup commentary.  
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Figure 1. Dispersion of types and tokens across all categories in the ShoutCraft Kings commentary in percent. 

 

Figure 2. Dispersion of types and tokens across all categories in the Homestory Cup commentary in percent. 

 

The ShoutCraft Kings commentary, as shown in Figure 1, featured only ~61% of its tokens in 

its top two categories; intensifying adverbs at 35% and evaluative adjectives at ~26%. 

Comparatively, Homestory Cup, shown in Figure 2, featured ~78% of its tokens in the same 

top two categories; at ~44% and ~34% respectively, suggesting a larger variation in the general 

forms the promotional elements take in the professional ShoutCraft Kings commentary.  
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This is also evident in the dispersion of types. Here ShoutCraft Kings features ~69% of its types 

in its three largest categories, with no category exceeding 30%. On the other hand, Homestory 

Cup features close to the same percentage at ~65% in only its two largest categories. This is an 

important difference in regards to the casters’ casting quality, as it is well established that a 

rich, varied, and extensive vocabulary is a crucial part of any form of spoken or written 

communication (Ediger, 1999; Corona, Spangenberger & Venet, 1989; Laflamme, 1997). 

 

This difference in variation can also be observed in the distribution of tokens within the 

categories. The category where this is most apparent is the second largest category for both 

commentaries: evaluative adjectives. These tokens and their instances were plotted in the two 

diagrams in Figure 3 and Figure 4. Here, a drastic difference can be observed between the two 

commentaries. The type good does not only make up ~44% of Homestory Cup’s tokens in this 

category, with 29 out of 67 tokens (see Table 1), but also ~15% of all tokens in the commentary, 

with 29 out of the 199 total tokens in the commentary. In comparison, the most commonly 

used type in the ShoutCraft Kings commentary is the intensifying adverb very. With 18 

instances of very to the 104 tokens in the category (see Table 1), it only makes up ~17% of its 

category (compared to good in Homestory Cup at ~44%), as well as only 6% of all tokens in the 

commentary, with 18 out of 296 total tokens (compared to good in Homestory Cup at ~14%). 
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Figure 3. Dispersion of evaluative adjective types in ShoutCraft Kings in percent 

 

 

 

Figur4. Dispersion of evaluative adjective types in Homestory Cup in percent 
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The professional ShoutCraft Kings commentary, in contrast to the non-professional 

Homestory Cup commentary, regularly opts for more varied expressions over re-using the 

same types. This is evident not only in the 42% larger number of types in ShoutCraft Kings, as 

discussed on page 21, but also in the more balanced frequency of use of the types available, as 

was shown in Figures 3 and 4. As such, these results do indeed suggest that a caster’s 

proficiency can be studied in quantifiable lexical data. These results agree with previous 

research on metadiscourse and its promotional contribution to the propositional content. 

Much like what Hyland (2005) found, metadiscursive features aid in the transfer of the 

propositional content by using strategies that ‘charge’ the language with desired attitudes, 

without altering the meaning of the content. They have also been found to be a large and 

natural part of various discourses, as is agreed in the papers and discourses previously 

discussed in Sections 2.2 and 3.2; from sports commentary (Saidian & Jalilifar, 2016), to 

company press releases (Maat, 2007), school textbooks (Crismore & Farnsworth, 1990), 

medical writing (Taavitsainen, 2000), annual reports of companies (Hyland, 1998), and 

research papers in language and literary studies (Afros & Schryer, 2009). However, while 

previous research has either attempted to pinpoint or define the presence of metadiscourse in 

various discourses, such as Crismore and Farnsworth (1990), and Taavitsainen (2000), or 

studied what propositional content the promotional metadiscourse promotes, as in the case of 

Saidian and Jalilifar (2016), the data used in the present paper suggest that there is a 

quantifiable correlation between an eSports caster’s perceived casting proficiency and their use 

of promotional metadiscourse, through comparison of the promotional metadiscourse of 

highly regarded, professional casters and casual, non-professional casters. The question then 

is what can be gathered by analysing the data qualitatively? This is what will be covered in the 

next section. 

4.2 Qualitative analysis 

It is clear that there is a difference between the two commentaries it terms of the frequencies 

of both types and tokens. However, as metadiscourse is ultimately a matter of evaluative 

features, the data should also be analysed qualitatively. This section will look more in depth at 

the most important differences between the two commentaries; namely the differences in the 

use of expressive nouns, property specifying adjectives, and evaluative adjectives. Firstly, the 

difference using expressive nouns will be discussed (Section 4.2.1), with a short introduction 

to conceptual metaphor theory that is central to this section. Secondly, it will be investigated 

how the commentators differ in their use of property specifying adjectives (Section 4.2.2), and, 

finally, in section 4.2.3, an analysis of the perceived strength of evaluative adjectives in each 

commentary will be carried out. The latter comparison will also be made between the two 
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professional ShoutCraft Kings commentators, where one caster is less experienced than the 

other. 

4.2.1 Expressive nouns 

The first major difference that can be observed between the two commentaries is the greater 

use of metaphors, which is present in both the categories of expressive nouns and property 

specifying adjectives. However, as metaphors are more pronounced in the former category, 

this section will first cover the category of expressive nouns. To get an understanding of how 

these nouns operate, the types will be analysed within the framework of conceptual metaphor 

theory, as defined by Lakoff and Johnson (2003), which will be briefly introduced before 

moving on to the analysis. This theory explains metaphors as understanding one conceptual 

domain with the help of another conceptual domain, where domain here means “any coherent 

organisation of experiences” (Kövecses, 2010). A conceptual metaphor thus attempts to 

explain concepts of a target domain, which may not be understood by a listener, by drawing on 

experiences and concepts from a source domain of which the interlocutors share a common 

understanding.  

 

In the ShoutCraft Kings commentary all tokens in this category are metaphors describing the 

players’ behaviour, the match as a whole, or individual situations during the match.  For 

example, consider the words beast and monster. In these cases, the target domain is the players. 

The source domain is that of fictional, monstrous creatures. Of importance in the current 

context are the features attributed to such creatures, such as their ferocity and aggressiveness, 

as well as their strength and ability to overpower. These are mapped across to the target 

domain, i.e. the mapping between the two is that a player is behaving in a way that is aggressive 

and ferocious, or is overpowering their opponent. Similar comparisons are made with the types 

maniac and madman. With the same target domain as before, the source domain this time 

contains individuals suffering from mental disorders which in general causes unpredictability, 

aggression and uncontrollability. The mapping between the two is once again how one of the 

players is behaving in a way that is uncontrollable, aggressive and unpredictable. This indicates 

that the professional casters manage to draw on several different source domains to explain 

one target domain, demonstrating once again a rich and varied way of expression.  

 

In the case of the non-professionally casted Homestory Cup, metaphorical language appears 

more sparsely. Two of the four expressive nouns relate to the game or map as a whole – magic 

and hell. Hell, in on this map every position is hell, has the source domain of a place believed 

to house eternal suffering, and the target domain is the geographical location on the map. The 

context here is important as the subject for discussion between the casters is how the 
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abundance of cliffs on the map inherently favour the mechanics of the Terran race over the 

Zerg race. The mapping between the two is thus that due to geographical features of the map, 

coupled with inherent differences in the mechanics of the two races, the experiences of the Zerg 

players will be akin to suffering immense pain for the rest of eternity. Magic, as in believe the 

magic, on the other hand, is a less specific metaphor. Its target domain in this case is the 

playing strategy of one of the players. The source domain is an intangible force or power that 

can achieve results against the laws of physics with no explanation as to how it is done. This 

maps to the player by implying that the player is making the assumingly impossible strategy 

work with no apparent explanation as to how or why. One of the only two metaphors that map 

directly to the players here is kahunas, as in [He’s] got some pretty big kahunas. This is most 

likely a euphemism for the slang expression ‘he’s got some big balls’, and could thus be seen as 

a metaphor in two parts. The source domain is the kahuna; a prominent Hawaiian spiritual 

leader. This maps to the target domain of one of the players by expressing that ‘something of 

his which is of great importance is of a large size’. This, in turn, maps to the target domain of 

the behaviour of one of the players using the assumption that ‘something of great importance’ 

signifies the person’s genitalia and, in terms of a male, is connected to heightened courage, 

implying that the player is behaving courageously.  

 

From this we can gather that a caster’s experience and proficiency in casting appears to be 

strongly related to their ability to utilize metaphorical expressions. This is evident as the 

professional commentary not only featured a very large number of expressive nouns compared 

to the non-professional commentary, but, as we have seen, the metaphors used are also more 

specific in nature. Considering again how difficult understanding the playing field can be for 

inexperienced viewers, a high concentration of metaphors specific to the situation could be 

instrumental for the propositional content of the commentary to be understood. 

4.2.2 Choice of adjectives 

The apparent preference for image generating language in the ShoutCraft Kings commentary 

can also be observed in the difference in the choice of adjectives used by the two teams. Looking 

at the use of property specifying adjectives, the five most common types for ShoutCraft are 

innovative, robotic, suicidal, massive, and solid. On the other hand, for Homestory Cup they 

are ugly, effective, passive, aggressive, and massive. Much like in the case of expressive nouns, 

ShoutCraft Kings’ casters appears to prefer metaphors that give a colourful image of the 

situation using a source domain the listener understands. Suicidal and robotic are adjectives 

derived from nouns and can be seen to take on metaphorical meaning. In this case robotic 

maps to the target domain of a player and does so by drawing on the source domain of a robot, 

indicating a cold and calculating attitude. Similarly, suicidal also expresses a player’s 
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behaviour and is an interpretation of their actions as it draws from the source domain of suicide, 

indicating a desperate final solution.  

 

In contrast, the Homestory Cup casters forgo using this metaphorical or figurative approach 

to property specifying adjectives, opting instead for direct descriptions of the subject as 

demonstrated by the commentary’s most frequent types in this category: passive, aggressive, 

and effective. As such the casting strategies between the two commentator teams vary greatly, 

and with ShoutCraft adopting a more figurative and metaphorical approach, it could be 

hypothesised that this makes the descriptions more vivid, and thus more promotionally 

effective. This is supported by Lakoff and Johnson (2003) in what they call “metaphors that 

are outside of our conventional conceptual system”, which we often find “particularly forceful, 

insightful, and appropriate” (p. 140). 

 

ShoutCraft also displays a large difference in the choice of other adjectives for promotion 

compared to Homestory Cup. Looking at the evaluative adjectives of the two commentaries, an 

interesting pattern emerges. With the three most common words for Homestory Cup being 

good, big, and hard, with other frequent ones being nice, quick, smart, and annoying, the 

nonprofessional commentators of Homestory Cup appear to prefer using the positive form of 

adjectives, sometimes accompanied with intensifying adverbs such as so and very. Indeed, 

roughly 60% of all Homestory Cup evaluative adjectives are non-extreme adjectives and 

adjectives in the positive form. On the other hand, the professional commentary appears to 

favour replacing this adverb + adjective structure with standalone gradable and extreme 

adjectives, with only about 30% evaluative adjectives considered weak or non-extreme. Here 

‘extreme adjectives’ refers to adjectives which, in their positive form, are synonymous with 

other adjectives that are accompanied by an intensifying adverb, other intensifiers, or express 

an extreme boundary. For example, the use of amazing in ShoutCraft Kings counts as an 

extreme adjective as it is synonymous with very good or extremely good, as well as expressing 

a kind of extreme boundary, as adjectives like amazing are usually not used with intensifiers 

like very or extremely.  Similarly, huge and great are synonymous with e.g. very large in terms 

of size, or very significant in terms of importance, awful is synonymous with very bad or very 

extensive, and crippling with very damaging. The question then is whether or not this can be 

tied to the extent of a caster’s experience in eSports commentary. This can be answered by 

looking into the use of adjectives by the individual caster, and as such we will look at the 

difference between the two ShoutCraft casters. 

 

Baker, the less experienced caster in the ShoutCraft Kings casting team, produced 51 of the 77 

evaluative adjectives used in the commentary. Though Baker has more experience in StarCraft 
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II casting than the Homestory Cup casting team (having casted on and off for a number of years, 

whereas the Homestory Cup team has close to no casting experience) a difference can still be 

observed between Baker and Bain. Much like the casters in the Homestory Cup commentary, 

Baker prefers the type good to any other single type. However, Baker used this type a lot less 

than the Homestory Cup casters’, with Baker only using it six times. Furthermore, Baker’s more 

extensive use of the comparative and superlative forms of good (better and best), which were 

only used once in Homestory, shows Baker’s lesser reliance on the positive form of the type 

good compared to the non-professional Homestory casters. Bain, on the other hand, shows 

next to no reliance on the type in the data set, using it only twice in the expressions “good God!” 

and “a couple of good [hits]”. While no proper hypothesis can be drawn about this difference 

due to the limited data set, one could potentially speculate that Baker is here observed to be in 

a transitional phase where his reliance on good is slowly being phased out as he grows more 

confident as a caster. This could be further supported by the fact that good, with its 

comparative and superlative forms better and best, still make up about 24% of Baker’s 

evaluative adjectives, showing that Baker still relies heavily on the type and its comparative 

forms, though not as much as the non-professional casters.  

5. Conclusion 

The field of metadiscourse, a recently developed field of study, has been shown by many to 

contribute new insights in the analysis of discourse. What this paper accomplishes is providing 

further evidence of this by conducting an analysis showing that if metadiscourse is indeed an 

important and fundamental part of successfully transferring propositional content between 

interlocutors, then a speaker’s use of it should be strongly connected to their perceived 

competence and proficiency. This analysis has yielded results suggesting a substantial 

difference in how two StarCraft II eSports commentary teams – the professional and highly 

regarded ShoutCraft Kings tournament team, and the casual and non-professional Homestory 

Cup tournament team –  utilize promotional, metadiscursive features such as adjectives, 

adverbs, expressive nouns, etc. per Maat’s (2007) model of 13 promotional categories of 

language with alterations to suit the discourse of eSports.  

 

The professional ShoutCraft Kings casters were shown to wield a much larger repertoire of 

types holding promotional metadiscursive value compared to their non-professional 

counterparts. This was done without overly relying on any one type or construction of tokens, 

in contrast with the commonly recurring intensifying adverb + positive adjective or positive 

non-extreme adjective constructions in the non-professional Homestory Cup. The professional 
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commentary also did not show the same extensive use of the type good as the non-professional 

commentary. The strategy employed by the professional commentary team has the effect of 

more evenly distributing tokens across a larger set of types and categories, thus reducing the 

risk of the commentary becoming repetitive, ‘stale’ or tedious. Additionally, the professional 

casters repeatedly showed a great penchant for stronger and more extreme adjectives, as well 

as more metaphorical and figurative language in the forms of expressive nouns and property 

specifying adjectives. In comparison, the non-professional casters, to a great extent, used non-

extreme adjectives in the aforementioned adverb construction, as well as making very limited 

use of metaphors.  

 

As a result of these findings it can be conclude that, within the framework of the present paper, 

a caster’s quantity of promotional metadiscursive use is indeed connected to their experience 

and competence in commentary. However, where the main difference lies is not in the sheer 

quantity of promotional tokens, but in the differences in variation and the nuances the 

promotional elements take throughout the commentary. Indeed, the ShoutCraft Kings 

commentary did not feature many more total instances of promotional metadiscursive 

language than Homestory Cup commentary did, but it featured a greater number of types, 

utilized adjectives that carried stronger connotations, relied less on any one type, and made 

greater use of figurative language. This agrees with evaluations of metadiscourse made by the 

likes of Hyland (2005), that it is not a field based on easily quantifiable features but a field of 

qualitative analysis.  

 

By no means does this paper provide an exhaustive analysis of its subject of study. Being a 

study of only lexical items, the paper disregards possible metadiscursive potential that could 

be explored in other areas of linguistics such as phonetics, studying intonation patterns and 

tone of voice, as well as syntax, such as exploring metadiscursive value in the grammatical 

structures of the sentences uttered. Indeed, even in terms of lexis the paper forgoes analysis of, 

for example, verbs, and possibly other lexical items the researcher may have missed, leaving 

much potential for further study.  

 

Ultimately, hopes are that this paper may serve to further the development of promotional 

metadiscourse study in discourses outside academia, and possibly inspire more research in the 

genre of eSports: two areas which are, to date, underrepresented and often disregarded in 

language science. 
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Appendix A: ShoutCraft Kings – Byun vs Innovation 
4463 words 

Table 3. Abbreviations of annotations of promotional categories 
PM  Premodifiers & Postmodifiers  INTAV  Intensifying Adverbs 
EVAJ  Evaluative Adjectives   TA  Time Adjuncts 
INTAJ  Intensifying Adjectives   MI  Modal Intensifiers 
PSAJ  Property Specifying Adjectives  CON  Connectives 
INTQ  Intensifying Quantifiers    EN  Expressive Nouns 
INTNUM Intensifiers of Numerals        
        
 [Intro Music] 
TB: And, well, as I completelyINTAV screw up the player reveal. ehe. That! (the last game in the 
series). That has triggered a certain person to reallyINTAV desire his throneEN back. Let me just 
put it that way. It would have been a little more dramaticEVAJ if I hadn't screwed up the reveal 
on screen. 
DM: heh 
TB: But, trust me, ‘cause we have a blinderEN of a match-up right now. The current...reign, 
well I would say not reigning, but the longest runningPM King of the Hill here on this 
tournament: SKT1 Innovation is here to take his throneEN back! 
DM: Oh man. This is one of those moments where I get allINTAV giddyEVAJ, you know. Like, I'm 
soINTAV glad you brought me on, cause so far it's onlyINTQ been Terrans in these match-ups, 
but also you're bringing on like the bestEVAJ Terrans, seemingly of all timePM. Like, oh God. It, 
ok, this, this is superPM goodEVAJ, because Byun, Byun is, in fact, there's soINTAV manyINTQ 
thoughts flowing through my head right now I can't evenINTAV get the words out. But 
Innovation for a longEVAJ time kinda was the perfectEVAJ Terran, right, like he wasn't 
innovativePSAJ at allINTAV, which meant his name was kinda ironic, but he was like perfectEVAJ 
at what he did, like pureEVAJ macro-monsterEN. 'Whereas Byun's kinda turned into that 
perfectEVAJ Terran, like the pureEVAJ macro, pureEVAJ micro-monsterEN, veryINTAV goodEVAJ-, 
goodEVAJ micro, veryINTAV clinicalPSAJ and just plays a perfectEVAJ game. Whereas Innovation 
actuallyINTAV has started innovating an awfulEVAJ lot with allINTQ these Cyclone builds. Like, 
he's kinda living up to his name a little bit, but these are two of the absoluteEVAJ bestEVAJ 
Terrans we have right now, going up against each other. I'm superPM stoked. 
TB: AbsolutelyINTAV. You don't get to see Innovation, I mean, people haven't really seen much 
of Innovation in the last couple of months, because he had a pretty spectacularEVAJ bombing-
outEN of the GSL and the SSL, which is unexpected considering the level of skill that 
Innovation has been able to put on display, but he's been tearing it up here in this 
tournament. He has the current streak lead: ten games! Incidentally, eh, Benny just need to 
switch on over, cool. We'll be starting the match-up momentarily. But, he wants his throneEN 
back, man! He's upset. He lost to the first, er, Korean Protos that he fought, actuallyINTAV, in 
the second tournament. He lost to Hurricane. He's been sitting out ever since, plotting his 
revenge, and now Byun is threatening his streak and that's not ok. He's gonna come in and 
try and put down the impetuousEVAJ whelpEN, but I don't know if he's got the skill to do it. 
Byun is on a tearEN. Byun's TvT is reallyINTAV solidPSAJ, but so is Innovation’s. I think this is 
gonna be top tierPM one way or the other.  
DM: Ah, this is, th-, you know, you, you've had Terrans that have came into- like they've 
flourished, like-like, the Marus(inaudible), TY recently came up, but there's alwaysTA one 
Terran that has seemingly been unstoppableEVAJ in TvT, er, and that's Innovation. And, you 
know, I've alwaysTA seen him do these weirdEVAJ, like, two base, Hellion-Liberator builds and 
just smashed Maru. I think he did that in your first ShoutCraft, I think, on King Sejong? 
TB: He did, yes. He got torn to piecesEN. No doubt. 
DM: Yeah, I, like I, and this was when I hadn't seen innovation for a while, so, you know 
whenever that happens, where you haven't seen a player for a while. It's like: oh yeah, that 
player's lost it. He's out of shape and stuff, but no. Innovation never lost it, dude. 
TB: No, no he didn't, no. 
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DM: He, he's alwaysTA been an absoluteEVAJ monsterEN, so I'm stoked, and, oh, ok: 
Apotheosis, oh my God. 
TB: I'd, do, do you need a minute? (hehe) 
DM: Just-, just intro them TB. This is greatEVAJ. 
TB: I can handle this. This is gonna be a TVT for the agesPM, ladies and gentlemen! The 
current reigning king, that might not be something I say again after this match-up, to the 
South-East position, the GSL champion, in the red trunks, playing Terran. It is Byun. Versus 
his opponent, to the North-West position, the longest reiningPM ShoutCraft King of all timePM, 
with ten games under his belt. Some say he has no emotion. Some say he has no desire. Some 
say he's programmed onlyINTAV to win! In the blue trunks. playing Terran. SKT1. Innovation.  
DM: You know, I alwaysTA felt veryINTAV weirdEVAJ when people said, like, that Innovation was 
veryINTAV roboticPSAJ. Erm, as if like, as if he had no brain and stuff, when he played. But, I feel 
like that's because they don't really understand what he was doing enough. Like, I 
actuallyINTAV do think he's an exceptionallyINTAV smartEVAJ player.  
TB: Yes. 
DM: And, there's been Terrans with veryINTAV different styles, such as like Maru, so when, 
like, Maru came on, he was kind of, er. Ok, so you've seen Top Gun, right? 
TB: Eh, a while ago, yes. 
DM: Ok, but, ok. So, Maru was kind of, like, the maverickEN, like, he was ballsyPSAJ. He did 
allINTQ of these crazyEVAJ things and it would seemingly work. But Innovation was alwaysTA the 
Ice Man, you know. 
TB: Ice man, yeah, ok. I'll give you that. 
DM: And I felt that he was alwaysTA, veryINTAV veryINTAV goodEvAj at what he did and I never 
felt that he was reallyINTAV roboticPSAJ at allINTAV. I just feel that he had his moment when he 
was going to win, or most likely to win, and Terrans alwaysTA worked in a way that you have 
your moments to attack and your moments to win. Like if it gets to a late game against 
Protos, for example. Protos are, like, their units are more supply efficient, such as the 
Tempest and stuff, so if he doesn't win before that happens, he doesn't really want it to go to 
that stage in the game. So, he’d alwaysTA have these moments where he knew his chance were 
right there, right then, so he'd stick on with his plan. But, erm, yeah, Innovation against 
Byun. I honestlyINTAV have no idea who is more favoured in this match-up. Like, Innovation 
started mixing it up a lotINTAV, and started relying a lotINTAV on Cyclones, seemingly, in a lot 
ofINTQ his builds, so I'm super PM, superPM stoked to see what we see from both these guys, 
like, what is the bestEVAJ thing to do in TVT right now? 

TB: That's a greatEVAJ question. It may be that these two guys define it at this point, you know, 
with GSL done, with SSL done, what else is there other than Blizzcon to reallyINTAV define the 
top tierPM competitive meta at this point? It's gotta be the Kespa Cup, but right now, this is it. 
These are two of the topPM Terran in the world, and you're about to see what they're capable 
of, and Byun, gets the Reaper! As the second Reaper with the follow-up comes in and 
Innovation does not get out of there in time.  
DM: Ah, but this is a totally different situation to what we saw with Reality, and look, these 
Hellions are muchINTAV earlier.  
TB: God, the timing! 
DM: Yeah! 
TB: ImpeccableEVAJ! 
DM: So, Innovation already show us, like, wayINTAV more confidence in his play, and often in 
TVT, especiallyINTAV the Reaper, the initial Reaper duel, which is like a knife fightEN, kind of 
thing. 
TB: It is. 
DM: We do see that Innovation comes out on top. His expansion was significantlyINTAV faster 
and Byun want to deal a little bit of damage with that. He got a second gas muchINTAV earlier 
and delayed his expo in doing so. So we're gonna see innovation take a bit of an income lead. 
Even though it doesn’t look that much different, right now, he's gonna have 2 Mules going so, 
if you open up the income tab, he's got a significantINTAJ lead in just a little bit of timeTA, but 
alreadyTA we see that he's going for this cyclone. You know. He's Cycloning it up. He's got no 
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Star port in sight, and we have a Cyclone also for Byun and a Liberator. The Liberator is 
obviouslyMI for pressure. Cyclones for defence, but Innovation's poking at the front. 
TB: AbsolutelyINTAV. He's got the Hellions to do it! there's no reason not to. Byun has no real 
way to respond to this properly. We've got Blue Flame on the way, I mean, I'm just excited to 
see this new Innovation. But, Byun, of courseMI, adding a Cyclone of his own to the mix. So, 
this is gonna be a little unconventional. As you said, defining the match-up right now. 
DM: Ok, so there was a few things there that were veryINTAV pivotalEVAJ for Innovation. So, 
what he saw, he saw the Cyclones pop out, and that's when he had to run. But he also saw 
Marines, and he saw two Marines come at a time. So, he knows what add-ons are placed 
where. So, he knows there's a Reactor on the Barracks. He knows there's a TechLab on the 
Factory. He knows that his expo is later, as well, so he knows that it was a double gas, but he 
also knows that there has to be gas spent elsewhere. Now, with two Cyclones on the field, I 
wouldn't be surprised if he plays veryINTAV, veryINTAV defensively with those. Because, there, 
there's something else on the map. There has to be, given that your opponent expo was later. 
the gas has to be somewhere else. So, is this third Cyclone going to stay at home? Is it gonna 
be out in time to deal with this Liberator? That's a bigEVAJ deal for Byun to get back into this 
game. 
TB: M! Yeah. He needs to be. He's rallied it elsewhere so he obviouslyMI didn't expect the 
liberator to come in. 
DM: O! 
TB: And the Liberator gets him, and starts to unload on the Mineral line, and that Cyclone is 
gonna have to come back. Blue Flame is done, which means that Innovation does want to 
fight, while he has that tech advantage, but the Cyclone, coming back. He obviouslyMI didn't 
expect this. You know, he was thinking… 
DM: Oh my! 
TB: But, that's some damage done. Here we go! Blue Flame is in and Tanks don't evenINTAV 
stand up to firepower of that magnitudePM. Innovation, trying to do as muchINTAV damage as 
possible, but economically hasn't really made it work yet. Takes some SCVs out but the 
Liberator in the back has alreadyTA done pretty significantINTAJ damage. He's just a couple of 
goodEvAj -Oh! They're lined up! Blue Flame shots are now able to reallyINTAV make the 
potential of that attack work and Byun values his tank, evidently, more than twelve SCVs. 
DM: Well, if he’d lost the tank he may have lost the, err 
TB: The entireINTQ match. Yeah, you're entirelyINTAV right. 
DM: This is alreadyTA a crazyEVAJ hecticEVAJ start, like, Innovation could have potentially dealt 
with the Liberator a little bit betterEVAJ, like if his rally was correct there or if he reacted in 
time, but he was obviouslyMI prioritizing dealing damage at the front. So, you know, these are 
little things that could definitelyINTAV have swayed a little bit more in Innovations favour, but 
look at Supply! Innovation's wayINTAV aheadINTAV right now. He's got a 10 SCV lead and he's 
got a decentEVAJ army together, and he's still looking to put on pressure. Now gonna be 
getting a Star Port, so Innovation's style is SOINTAV weirdEVAJ, like, I haven't really seen 
anybody play like this besides Innovation, but he makes it work! 
TB: Yeah, he is. He is absolutelyINTAV making it work right now and a longEVAJ time ago you 
might remember that Innovation was pretty much the Hellion kingEN. He was playing an 
awfulEVAJ lot ofINTQ Hellion and Hellbat based builds, especiallyINTAV in Heart of the Storm. He 
seems to favour it, it's just that, I think that he hasn't really had the opportunity to make it 
work, up until now. And he's now starting to perfect this new style of TVT that is throwing a 
lot ofINTQ his opponents off.  
DM: Yeah, and I'm also surprised that he chose to go for the Cyclone, or in fact I'm not 
surprised cause he's seemingly doing it in every match-up now, and making it work but 
cyclones and Mech, specifically on Apotheosis, like, I talked about this in a previous series 
with Reality, but it's a veryINTAV hardEVAJ map to make Mech work, but he's gone for this 
veryINTAV mobile Mech initially to try and get ground, it seems like. And dealing with this 
without having Stim ready or Marauders with con-OH! OH! 
TB: OOOH! The BarbecueEN! That was a hugeEVAJ mistake there by Byun. Ran right into that. 
Innovation spring the trapEN.  
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DM: Aw, you know, like, from Byun being the guy that's dictating the pace of, pretty much 
every game in this ShoutCraft so far, you can definitelyINTAV tell that he is dealing with a 
different beastEN. And look at the-, he's evenINTAV killing the rocks here so then he can go 
around and possibly-, he's just denying the third! Like, buying time. Not taking any damage 
in doing so, either.  
TB: IncrediblyINTAV smartEVAJ. 
DM: Yeah, he, he's playing incrediblyINTAV wellINTAV. EvenINTAV had his Hellion stop the 
landing on that CC as well. Everything is just going in his favour, and he's been mining off of 
gold all this timeTA, as well. PerfectEVAJ saturation on allINTQ his bases to boot. Ah wow, 
greatEVAJ Hellbat Innovation. 
TB: Hellbats in the mix now, with Medivacs as well. So now he has even moreINTQ mobility 
and potential in this army. Innovation playing superPM-smartEVAJ and knowing, of courseMI, 
that his opponent is going to move in that third, immediatelyINTAV starts to apply pressure to 
it. Says, “you know what; I'm not gonna let you have that for free. I'm locking on and 
unloading missiles”. AlreadyTA taking the base down to about 60% health, threatening it. 
Saying, “look you can’t have this for free”. But look what he's doing to the West! It's a Hellbat 
drop! It's heading to the Natural! 
DM: Oh, you mean the East? Oh, wait, the West! 
TB: There's, there's both actuallyINTAV! Yeah, I saw that one, you saw the other! He's hitting 
both sides! And there is no preparation on either side. The Hellbat drop into the Main 
mineral line right here. Does seven worker worth of damage. Eight workers now, and yet 
more besidesCON. Byun's not responding quickly enough, and of courseMI in the meantime, as 
they run up the ramp, he hits the Natural as well! Byun; completelyINTAV unprepared for a 
devastatingEVAJ economic drop.  
DM: Ice coldPSAJ, no mistakes, TotalBiscuit. And, err- 
TB: 18 SCVs. 20 SCVs! 21 SCVs!  GoodEvAj God. It's a massacre! 
DM: Oh my God, He's, he's dealt so- like this is cripplingEVAJ, cripplingEVAJ damage. 
TB: It is. 
DM: And as a Bio player you never want to be behind on SCV against a Mech player. Like, 
this, this is a terribleEVAJ situation. Also, I want to point out, like, erm, he's doing tank drops 
now to harass the third too, so he flew them over in a single Medivac, I believe, and then just 
sieged them up behind. Running away with one, now. In fact, he's surviving with everything. 
He's getting his fourth up, as well. He got the Engineering Bay to make a few turrets if needs 
be, and get a PF going. But, he also never got the Cyclone upgrade, like the Magnetic, or 
Magfield Accelerator, so he never chose to kinda, make them a true unit in his army 
composition. And he's choosing this old-school style. Remember HoT, where you saw tanks 
and Hellbat drops and all that jaz, like, that's exactlyINTAV what he's going for now.  
TB: And, it's working. It's working to perfection, and Byun is thrown completelyINTAV at this 
point. He is now forced to be aggressivePSAJ- 
DM: -Uh-oh! Uh-oh! 
TB: Oh, lovelyEVAJ catch there by Byun! v Manages to get the double Hellbat drop in the 
process, but, economically, Byun is bleeding badlyINTAV, and Innovation has put himself in a 
reallyINTAV safeEVAJ spot now. We see him using double sensor tower, knowing: "hey, what 
could I lose to right now? A surprise." You know. So let's make sure that surprises are 
impossible.  
DM: You know, I almost feel the sensor towers, because you can see those, obviouslyMI, 
through Fog of War, as an opponent. I almost feel like the: "Oh, bugger. He's got sensor 
towers, like, he's that richPSAJ he can afford those.” 
TB: Yeah. 
DM: Because each sensor tower is pretty much as expensive as a siege tank. So, like, the fact 
that you can throw those up, it's- it's insaneEVAJ to be able to do so. And the fact that he's got 
two, and the other, there's a second one on the left, also, it's placed in a position where you 
know that your opponent has got a fourth now. 
TB: Innovation building a Fusion Core! And adding a Star Port in there, as well. -And, usually 
you would expect, in this position, that that may be for Banshee speed? 
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DM: Erm, ah... 
TB: Although, considering the amount of money he's got it could be for literallyINTAV anything, 
right now. 
DM: I'm guessing Liberator Range, actuallyINTAV.  
TB: Ah! 
DM: Erm, so. Like, how do you beat, on the ground, like tanks and Liberator Range? Like, 
one of the- I- In fact, it could be anything. Like, at this point in time it could evenINTAV be 
Battle-cruisers. But, Liberator Range is soINTAV goodEvAj of an upgrade. He seems- is he- he's 
got a pretty damn decentEVAJ defence at home to. 
TB: He does. 
DM: Like, he doesn't evenINTAV need to go back home. Like- 
TB: No. He's got a couple of tanks, and you know, a line of Hellbats, as well as missile turrets 
and sensor towers, you know. Byun's not gonna be able to surprise him- He's gonna 
DoomDrop! This is a hugeEVAJ investment here! I have to wonder if this is gonna work out at 
allINTAV. He takes tank shelling in the process. He's now trying to stream up down the centre. 
There is a weakness in defence here for Innovation. And Byun has managed to take some 
advantage of it. Sacrificing half his army to deal hugeEVAJ damage to the gold base, and 
evenINTAV Byun is- and actuallyINTAV smash the Natural, as well! Innovation, the- eh, weakness 
has been found! And Byun is exploiting it! 
DM: I tell you what. This is reallyINTAV, reallyINTAV, reallyINTAV solidPSAJ play, and Innovation 
evenINTAV un-siege his tanks at home in his Natural, so supply is- Byun is actuallyINTAV taking 
a bit of a lead here. This is one of the bigEVAJ weaknesses of Mech. But those Hellbats did 
spawn. Took out a lot ofINTQ Byuns army in Innovation's Main. And here, this is a lot ofINTQ 
units. He's trying to flank these tanks with SCVs but they allINTQ get murdered! 
TB: They do, but a lot ofINTQ tanks went down, and Innovation also lost a huge amount ofINTQ 
SCVs in the process. Losing even moreINTQ.- Byun is over in the Main base! We're in a full of 
base-trade, right now! Innovation brings in the rest of his Hellbats now, and we are in a full 
on base-trade situation, at this point. 
DM: Err, I-. I think Byun's done it! I don't know how. 
TB: I think you're right! 
DM: He's on the production and there's no more Mech coming out! 
TB: No. No. And it can't either, you know. Any attempt to do that- He's trying to get a 
Liberator out, because there's soINTAV little on the ground, but the Star Port is killed. 
Innovation just lost pretty much his entireINTQ economy, as did Byun. Înnovation's pulling 
back! He's realizing; "I gotta stop this. If I lose allINTQ my production that's it, I can 
actuallyINTAV lose this game!" Byun's INSANEEVAJ DoomDrop, almost suicidalPSAJ attack found 
a weakness in Innovation's army as it was halfway across the map. The defence was NOT 
impeccableEVAJ. There was a hole and Inno's now having to back off to try and clean up. 
Because if he doesn't that's gonna be it! Look at the ARMY SUPPLY advantage! Innovation 
has a tinyEVAJ army now. He lost most of it in that engagement. Basically, he's down to tanks 
and Medivacs. That's it! 
DM: You know what's soINTAV sad about this for Innovation, too. Like, if he just had more 
turrets, like, if he played moreINTAV lame. 
TB: Yeah. 
DM: He'd been fine against these DoomDrops, and, he, like, unsieged his tanks at his 
Natural, which would have definitelyINTAV helped clean up those-that force that moved it on 
his gold base. 
TB: Hm. 
DM: And- 
TB: I-, Yeah 
DM: Oh, Gosh.  
TB: This is, this is still not over yet, because Byun actuallyINTAV has no money. He's just, he's 
just mined out, basically. He's now having to float another Command Center over to gold. If 
Byun loses this army, like, economically, there's not that many ways that he can recover. 
Innovation is still mining, but Innovation's production, he has soINTAV little, and Byun realizes 
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this and goes right into the main to by-pass the defence on the third base here, and try and 
cripple the supply and tech advantage here, of his opponent.  
DM: You know, this is superpremod smartEVAJ, because one of the nastiestPSAJ things for 
Innovation right now is gonna be to rebuild these Depots, which- 
TB: Yeah. 
DM: Byun's taking them allINTQ out. Taking out the Armouries, so there's no Thors. He also 
can't make any more Hellbats, for now, or like, evenINTAV morph them, so he's remaking that 
Armoury veryINTAV quickly. Stopping upgrade potential. Er, but where does Innovation 
reallyINTAV make allINTQ his buildings, here, because there's limited space outside that range of 
that pier? 
TB: Yeah. 
DM: And this should- becoming a moreINTAV gnarlyPSAJ and gnarlyPSAJ situation, and Byun 
back to mining on his gold.  
TB: Here comes the aggression! And Byun's hitting those add-ons alreadyTA, and losing add-
ons at this stage is hugeEVAJ. The build time on that is massivePSAJ. He loses the reactor and 
the Tech Lab. Not what you want, at allINTAV. Innovation doesn't have much defence left. He's 
still in the game but losing allINTQ his Supply Depots, as you said, is gonna be a nightmareEN. 
And Byun, while he was not mining he now has access to the gold again, and can re-expand 
pretty much freely. Innovation's still in it, and this drop ca-, I mean this drop-capable tank 
force is massivePSAJ, but, the amount of Bio on the board, here, for Byun. It's not 
untenableEVAJ for Innovation, but it's gonna be a ridiculouslyINTAV hardEVAJ fight and, you 
know, he onlyINTNUM has this one base now. That's it.  

DM: Ahh. But look at this Viking count from Byun. Like, he's- he's managed to get these up 
together, and, eh. That's gonna be a tank that's lost. So, I- eh-, is just a war of attritionEN now, 
for Byun and, he's winning by numbers. He's got two decentEVAJ Bio squads on the map. Even 
though their forces aren't big, he can expand as a madmanEN if he wants to. He's evenINTAV 
floating his Natural over to another base here.  
TB: AbsolutelyINTAV. 
DM: Still mining from the gold. Liberators coming out for Byun, too, and, honestlyINTAV, how 
does Innovation deal with Liberators? He's onlyINTQ got tanks.  
TB: Er- just-, Byun thinks he can kill him right now! And he may veryINTAV well be right, I 
mean, the walls are amazingEVAJ- but the tanks got caught of guar- GG! Byun does it! The 
maniacEN. The suicidalPSAJ maniacEN! After being dominated for 75% of the game finds the 
one weakness and says, "we're going for it, we're doing it live!". And Innovation crumbles. 
That's an upset win, as far as I'm concerned. Considering how that game was going that is a 
hugeEVAJ upset.  
DM: I- I- I'm- everything went right for Innovation. Like, besides the liberator, but that 
wasn't enough to, kind of like, even the score. Innovation was soINTAV farINTAV aheadINTAV. He 
had a superiorEVAJ economy. He had a superiorEVAJ army. But he just got caught! He got 
caught. There was a Doom Drop into the Natural, like that was the start where everything 
went veryINTAV wrong. 
TB: Yeah, and he didn't respond all that fast to that. Bear in mind, of courseMI, most of his 
army was across the map, at that point.  
DM: Yeah, and, like, he saw everything with the sensor towers too. It's just, maybe he didn't 
leave enough of an army at home? Erm, there definitelyINTAV weren't enough turrets. 
TB: Yes 
DM: Once you get to a four-base situation, as a Terran, err, it's kind of all about gas, right. 
Like, your minerals go into Hellions and yeah, some tanks, some force, what have you. Some 
Medivacs, but the main chunk of your minerals should go into turrets at that point, because, 
you're, you're maxed. You can't produce any more units, and he just didn't play lame enough, 
honestlyINTAV. Like- 
TB: Yeah  
DM: I reallyINTAV think that's what it comes down to. 
TB: He was too innovativePSAJ!  
DM: MoreINTAV innovativePSAJ for his own good! 
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TB: His one Achilles heelEN! 
DM: It's kinda funnyEVAJ how Innovation became this InnovativePSAJ player, though.  
TB: It is, like-, cuz he was certainlyMI not known for that, initially. No doubt about that. He 
played a veryINTAV standard style and, you know, I think where the reputation for being a 
roboticPSAJ player came from.  
DM: M. Yeah, when he-, when he changed his name from Bogus to Innovation, and then he 
just wasn't innovativePSAJ.  
TB: No. 
 DM: It was kind of like: "Oh ok". 
TB: "Alright", Yeah, he was playing what everyone else was playing at that point, which was 
Hellbats. Hellbats-Hellbats-Hellbats-Hellbats. Just cuz it worked veryINTAV, veryINTAV wellINTAV 
at the start of Heart of the Swarm. 
DM: And he just did it betterEVAJ than everybody else. It wasn't as if he did something new. 
He just did it betterEVAJ. Like, so it kinda like, yeah, his name, Innovation, his name should 
have been like "PerfectEVAJ -Man" like, at the time. Or something, you know, moreINTAV, more 
apt to,like, how he played. And like the fact that people, like, alwaysTA called him a robot, and 
stuff was-, yeah, I-, I mean I guess that made sense just cuz he was so-, I guess he was as 
goodEVAJ as a robot, I suppose.  
TB: Yes. 
DM: But-, 
TB: It wasn't an insult, by any means. 
DM: No. No. 
TB: It was just, perhaps a misapplied analogy. Now the question is, who can bring down Byun 
now, erm. I'm starting to run out of Ideas. Cuz, Innovation was supposed to be the spoilerEN! 
Nope, apparently not! Byun has every intention of hanging on to his throneEN, right now. and, 
of courseMI, is on track to potentially beat Innovation's streak. He's now at six wins against 
top players. And he is looking almost unstoppableEVAJ. There is a person who is willing to 
stand in his way, however. It is the one and only: Patience! 
[End of Match] 
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Appendix B: HomeStory Cup X – Hyun vs Taeja 

3438 words 
B: This is, like one of the topPM two maps for Terran. Either this or Nimbus. In my opinion.  
K: I think it depends more on the spawning positions on Nimbus. If you get cross it's not 
soINTAV bad.  
B: mmmh 
K: But on this map every position is hellEN.  
D: really? 
B: laughs 
K: Oh, I think so. I think so. 
B: There's soINTAV manyINTQ cliffs for Terran to abuse on this map, like, it's hardEVAJ to get a- a 
goodEVAJ fight as Zerg I feel. 
K: I think in this map, I think that if you spawn with the Terran counter clockwise? 
clockwise?  
D: One of the two. 
B: laughs 
K: If he would have spawned in the bottom right. One of those two. If, eh, if Hyun is in the 
bottom right here I think that, tha-, that that is a little bit more manageable, because your 
expansions are kinda like moving away. 
D: Ok 
K: Although, in these positions, like, like, in this position, like your fourth and fifth are always 
kinda close to the Terran, unless you go wayINTAV to the bottom left of the map. 
D: Yeah, yeah, yeah. I know, I know what you're saying. I agree. 
K: Also, I think one thing that I'd reallyINTAV, reallyINTAV like here, I hope we see it, I don't 
know if we don't. I know that the ramp maps, with allINTQ the ramps, are, like, reallyINTAV 
goodEVAJ for Terran to play with the ramps. The also- 
D: you want to see burrowed Banelings!  
K: Yeah, they're soINTAV goodEVAJ for - (inaudible) 
D: Oh, yeah I know - (inaudible) 
B: laughs 
K: they're soINTAV predictable where the Terran will move. 
D: yeah. 
K: You onlyINTNUM have to do it one time, you burrow Baneling one time, and the Terran has 
to scan the entireINTQ rest of the game. I actuallyINTAV reallyINTAV like maps like this because 
burrowed Banelings are soINTAV disgustinglyINTAV effectivePSAJ.  
D: You like King Sejong, as well, right? 
K: Oh, yeah, yeah, yeah. 
D: But look what we have from Hyun. We have a, that early pool that we were talking about 
last game. 
B: Yeah, the thirteen pool, but Taeja is SCV scouting, he is gonna find Hyun, the first 
position, and he's gonna see the Lings, so... Just keep the Reaper at home, make the CC on 
the low-ground and you're gonna be fine. 
D: there we go!  
K: Hyun's not happy about this cause now he won't be able to- (inaudible) 
B: That's why you SCV scout! 
D: Yeah, I've never actuallyINTAV seen it working in a game before, now it has - (inaudible) 
K: learn something every day, don't ya? 
D: believe the magicEN. 
K: yeah 
B: laughs 
D: So, Hyun, that's kind of a, that's a reallyINTAV shittyEVAJ spot to be in now with the Lings 
because you don't- what do you-  
B: I guess you kill the SCV, but- 
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K: (inaudible) 
D: Yeah, but I mean like- 
D: You, you can't do anything against, like, the Supply Depot. Oh! Is he- start the CC on the 
low-ground regardless? 
B: yeah that's-  
Oh, you just defend it with the Reaper.  
B: yeah, yeah, yeah.  
K: Taeja's got some pretty bigEVAJ kahunasEN. 
D: I guess if the, if the lings come in and try to get the SCV, you can just kinda cancel with 
your SCV and just run around. 
K&B: yeah. 
B: and you can see from the, he saw from the timing of the Hatchery. He knows it's not like 
some quickEVAJ speed build, so... This is just fine for Taeja. And, the one thing that this does 
for Hyun is, like, it kinda wards off the Reaper, because we're talking about how goodEVAJ 
reapers were in this map so this opening, the Reaper is not gonna be able to do any damage 
back to Hyun, at least.  
D: VeryINTAV, true. We do see the spawned Reaper coming in, vowing to prove Bunny wrong.  
K&B: laughs. 
D: trying to kill a Drone here. OO! Is he gonna...nope. 
K: GoodEVAJ Micro. 
D: Reaper chased up into the high-ground, another Queen waiting for it, and now it's gonna 
hop of harmlesslyINTAV into the third slash fourth, which ever base it's ends up being. 
Probably, the fourth. 
B: Three CC. So, more, muchINTAV more...passivePSAJ than last game. I don't even wanna say 
standard because I feel like three CC is not even that standard anymore for TvZ, like Terran is 
doing a lotINTAV more aggressivePSAJ builds now a days. 
D: All the Hellbat builds and the Cloaked Banshee builds seem to be farINTAV more common 
now than the three CC. Although at one point in time three CC was, like, every single game.  
B: yeah, every single game. At the start of Heart of the Swarm.  
K: And Taeja not making the Tech Lab right away. He's making one Marine. I guess that's just 
to ward away the Overlord.  
D: These, ahh, Reapers are a little bit woozyEVAJ here. Do you think they were out partying 
last night? 
K: laughs. 
B: I think they're just hanging out close to the cliff so they jump off with - (inaudible) 
D: we see the Overlord being chased off by the lone Marine. I think Hyun can get that 
Overlord can get that out safely. I don't think he should lose it.  
B: He should be able to, yeah. I know one thing Hyun likes to do against three CC is the 
Roach Baneling bust. He's always been veryINTAV fond of that.  
D: That's true.  
B: So, we could see that in this game. 
K: but I feel like taeja isn't the type of player to die to stuff like that. Maybe I'm wrong. 
B: na, his Micro is soINTAV goodEVAJ, but we do see the Roach Warren coming down, so- 
D: We also see a third hatchery going up pretty early.  
K: We do see the Roach Warren. 
B: I almost feel like when you're going through this three CC build, if Zerg goes Roach Bane 
it's kinda hardEVAJ to, like, get ahead in that situation, because I feel like the Roach Bane 
always does some amount of damage. And if the Zerg is veryINTAV goodEVAJ at transitioning 
they can still be in an OK spot, even if Terran defends pretty well. I guess as long as you don't 
have star port to make Banshees, you're just going for the three Racks defence-  
D: And I actuallyINTAV, I think were almost definitelyINTAV gonna see some Roach Bane here. 
OnlyINTNUM two gas is being ran at the moment. Gas in three and four is not being dropped at 
allINTAV. So it looks like we are gonna see lot, eh, lots of Larva being saved up as well with a lot 
ofINTQ Overlords saved too. We are gonna see some form of Roach Ling aggression here from 
Hyun into Taeja's Natural.  
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B: Yep. Nine Roaches on the way. And Hyun is soINTAV goodEVAJ at this, like, he's been doing 
this for years (laughs), so he has a lot ofINTQ experience doing Roach Bane against Terran, and 
from my experience playing him is veryINTAV goodEVAJ at, like, reading if you're going three CC 
without Star Port and then try to punish with, like, this build, so- 
D: As Taeja, going to be able to identify what's going on here. 
B: He needs to see is with the Hellions, and then he needs to make, like, four extra bunkers. 
You can not take this lightly, like, you need soINTAV manyINTQ bunkers to defend this.  
K: he does scout it with the Reaper though. So, he know what's coming now.  
B: Yup. He's making a Marauder, that's goodEVAJ. 
K: that's smartEVAJ, yeah.  
B: And he's making more bunkers, three bunkers.  
D: And we do see, yeah, more bunkers coming as well. VeryINTAV goodEVAJ.  
B: Yeah, three more bunkers, four, yeah. In general you gonna want five in total versus this I 
feel. So, Taeja, making just the right amount. 
K: And we see some Widow Mines coming out too so if those manage to get a lot ofINTQ 
Banelings, I feel like Taeja can hold quite easilyINTAV, but it kinda depends on those I think.  
B: Yeah, Widow Mine shots are always gonna be, ah, veryINTAV importantEVAJ. 
K: yeah. 
B: yeah, just, the perfectEVAJ reaction for Taeja, reallyINTAV, like, (chuckles). Were gonna see if 
Hyun can make this work. He's morphing in eleven Banelings. 
D: He had four other banelings morphed somewhere. I'm not sure where they were, like, in 
the Natural. 
K: Here they come.  
B: I like the way Taeja is using the Hellions to just try and cut off the Ling reinforcements, 
because they're not gonna be able to fight the Roaches, so- 
D: And here we go! The Banelings comming up the ramp! Smashing into the first Bunker. 
Looking to- 
B: Ohh! The Widow Mine! 
D: -move around!  
B: Aww. just killed the Banelings, but just killed them close to the Bunker, so- 
D: Yup, those, those Banelings, able to get their damage onto the Bunkers. We see the 
Roaches fighting at the top of the ramp, here. Not very many SCVs killed at allINTAV, though. 
OnlyINTNUM one worker killed? 
B: Yeah. Hyun is not going for the transitional plays, just making more Lings and more 
Banes, so he reallyINTAV wants to end the game with this.  
D: I don't know if he's gonna be able to. So far Taeja holding immaculatelyINTAV. Not losing 
almost, onlyINTNUM a single SCV dying to the initial push. The cooldown on the mines 
refreshed. More bunkers going up. 
B: And now there's three mines. 
D: 1:1 almost finished! 
All: Ooh! 
D:  A massivePSAJ mine! He got a hugeEVAJ group of Zerglings. Three mines burrowed now, 
and Hyun backing off the aggression, drones being morphed. Not at allINTAV what, not at 
allINTAV what Hyun wanted to do. 38 to 48 harvesters in favour of Taeja at the moment. 1:1 
almost finished!  
B: Yeah, this is such a tough spot for Hyun, like, I kind of would have liked to see him go for 
the transition of it earlier, like, allINTQ these extra lings, they're not really doing anything. I 
guess you could kill the Hellions. 
D: Well, to- to be fair, even if he would have transitioned immediatelyINTAV, I mean the initial 
attack did almost nothing. I mean it was three CC plus two Engineering Bays and he couldn’t 
kill more than one SCV, like... 
B: Yeah, but Taeja pulled like fifteen SCVs, or something, to repair and he made four 
bunkers- 
D: yeah. 
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B: So, it's still, like, an investment for Taeja. So now Hyun is gonna have to deal with 
Medivacs without having, I mean, Mutalisc for a longEVAJ time, and that's always -(inaudible) 
D: Yeah, and an upgrade disadvantage as well.  
K: I wouldn’t be surprised if we didn't see Midas at allINTAV this game. I think Hyun might just 
go into a Roach Baneling with a 1:1, and maybe Roach Speed and Bane Speed. 
D: Oh, the mines. There's four mines here. 
K: Oh, goodEVAJ job by Hyun, though. 
D: GoodEVAJ micro by Hyun, yeah.  
K: VeryINTAV niceEVAJ. 
B: And this is veryINTAV goodEVAJ for Hyun, I feel. He's gonna be able to delay the third soINTAV 
muchINTAV more. Killing soINTAV manyINTQ units of Taeja, Just, Taeja pulling allINTQ those SCVs 
to repair and the delay to his infrastructure is actuallyINTAV reallyINTAV bigEVAJ, like, he didn't 
have a lot ofINTQ units to secure that third.  
K: But look at the upgrades. Taeja starting 2:2 as Hyun is starting his 1:1. So he has a bigEVAJ 
advantage in that regard.  
B: Yeah.  
D: Oh, and the creep drop by the Overlord, as well. SoINTAV annoyingEVAJ! 
K: That's dirtyPSAJ. 
B: LiterallyINTAV. 
K: yeah (chuckles). 
D: We see a few more Lings, here, running in. Kind of scouting-ish. I'm not entirely sure 
what's going on here. Maybe just mis-rallied.  
B: Eah, yeah. Maybe trying to detonate the Widow Mines. (Inaudible)- to take his army. But, 
yeah, yeah, Kane, you were right, he's going for the Roach Bane, it looks like. And this is also 
where he has a pretty goodEVAJ follow-up to, like- 
D: A Roach Bane! yeah, (chuckles) 
B: More, just more Roach Bane. I mean you alreadyTA have all the things you need, right? 
K: Yeah, and we do see a drop heading out, but it is gonna be spotted by an Overlord right 
away. Erm, so yeah. He's gonna drop then kill the Overlord. 
D: And actuallyINTAV, the onlyEVAJ reason why I never ever play styles like this is because 
dealing with drops, like, just soINTAV absolutelyINTAV infuriatingEVAJ.  
B: It's reallyINTAV hardEVAJ, but Hyun has a lot ofINTQ experience with this so he is one of the 
players who are veryINTAV goodEVAJ at defending drops with onlyINTQ Roaches and Lings.  
D: Mhm. 
B: Erm, Taeja trying to clear some Creep, it looks like.  
K: I feel like if Hyun, Hyun is gonna have a timing where he's at 1:1, as well as Taeja, so I feel 
like if he's able to hit in that timing, before Taeja's 2:2 finishes, he might have a goodEVAJ shot.  
B: Yeah, he might. 
K: But it's gonna be, it's gonna be close.  
B: He's getting Overlord speed, yeah. I guess that's pretty normal. It's not very expensive. 
Erm. I'm not sure if he wants to attack, though, he's making a fourth, and he's making five 
more Drones, so maybe he just wants to be a little bit safeEVAJ and defend with the Roach 
Bane. He is getting the (inaudible) also. 
D: I think the melee upgrade, I think is so that the banelings can one-shot Marines. 
K: I think so.  
I think it's necessary otherwise.  
B: Do they? With +1? 
D: You must have Marines have upgrades, don't they?  
K: I think so. I, err, I know that Hyun reallyINTAV likes 1:1 with this style. That's all I know. 
All: laughs 
D: Hey Bunny, you should know this.  
B: Hehe, I should know, I guess, but I don't think they one-shot Marines, naah, that can't be 
right.  
D: You sure? 
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K: We see 2:2 and a spider coming out, though. So, yeah. Maybe he just want to defend the 
Roach Bane? 
D: Ah we do see, yeah, the fire is coming.  
B: yup, the roa-(vod breaks) 
D: -and I think Hyun is gonna wait for a few more Banelings- (inaudible) 
B: Yup. And here comes Hyun. He's gonna try to get the mines onto Taeja's army, and. 
K: Oh. GoodEVAJ. ReallyINTAV niceEVAJ play by Hyun. 
B: yeah, pretty goodEVAJ so far, by Hyun. But the 2:2 advantage for Taeja is, like, the Marines 
are soINTAV goodEVAJ versus the lings, and the Roaches are gonna have to retreat now.  
D: 3:3 started for Taeja too. Keeping on top of those upgrades to make sure that that upgrade 
advantage stay his for as long as possible. 38 Lings in production. 11 Banelings being 
produced. The Spire seconds away from finishing for Hyun.  
B: yup. and Taeja, he can just keep trading all day with this upgrade advantage, it's gonna be 
sooINTAV goodEVAJ for him. He's killing allINTQ the lings. The Roaches the onlyEVAJ thing 
remaining here.  
K: And the Roaches aren't doing much damage. 
B: No. But I guess at the same time, like, that reallyINTAV, as effect of, by the upgrade 
disadvantage as the lings. Because they can still, like, do a lot ofINTQ damage. And now Hyun 
is making the Mutalisc transition, so...yeah. GoodEVAJ defence by Hyun so far.  
D: I feel like once that 3:3 finishes Hyun is gonna be in a roughEVAJ spot. 
B: yeah. Teaja reallyINTAV has the upper hand in this game, just, the tech advantages. SoINTAV 
hugeEVAJ. and there's- 
D: yup. Although for having the upper hand, I mean Hyun seems to be holding up pretty 
wellINTAV.  
B&K: yeah. 
B: He does have four bases. He doesn't have that much Creep at his fourth base which is 
kinda hardEVAJ and Taeja's third is in, like, perfectEVAJ position to push towards Hyun's fourth. 
Eh, there's a little squad of Ling Bane on the, on the other side of the map. I wonder if he's 
gonna be counter attacking with that.  
D: Yeah, It looks like with the Muters as well. Considering how poorlyINTAV this game opened 
for Hyun I think he's putting up a reallyINTAV goodEVAJ fight. The game doesn't feel like 
horriblyINTAV one sided right now. It feels pretty one sided but not horriblyINTAV one sided. I 
think that, erm, Hyun still has a decentEVAJ chance here. a betterEVAJ chance than I would 
have guessed given how the game opened.  
B: yeah. But that's. It's kinda like what I talked about the Roach Bane is veryINTAV goodEVAJ 
against the three CC, like, you force a lot ofINTQ, like, a veryINTAV heavyPSAJ reaction from 
Terran. You're pulling SCVs off making a ton of Bunkers delaying everything, so.  
B: Hyun's counter attack is going in here with the Lings, but Taeja with veryINTAV quickEVAJ 
reaction time, raising the Depot, and, yeah. 
K: Just won't get much done.  
B: Shut down.  
D: Oh, we have a bigEVAJ fight going on here in the middle, but no Banelings for Hyun. He's 
not able to engage this army. 
K: Oh, there they go. 
B: There they are. 
D: AllINTQ the Mines being unburrowed for Taeja. Hyun trying to sweep in with the mines 
burrowed! 
B: Oh! 
D: Holds back.  
K: That could have been uglyPSAJ. 
B: That could have veryINTAV uglyPSAJ. 
K&D: Yeah. 
B: Errm, Taeja, sitting back a bit more, waiting for his 3:3 I think he's gonna go with 3:3 
right? 
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D: 46 Lings in production for Hyun here. I think Hyun is in a veryINTAV strongEVAJ position 
now. Erm, if he can get that 3:3 started soon, I mean, veryINTAV powerfulEVAJ army in the 
ground. Almost maxed out, working on setting up his fifth base here. 
B: Yup. Is he looking to engage here? Err, Oh! that... 
D: A little sloppyEVAJ. Trying to retreat his army here, veryINTAV sloppyEVAJ! Looks like about 
eight Banelings and a couple Roaches there for free. Not what, obviouslyMI not what Hyun 
wants. Is that a Burrowed ling?  
B: yeah (chuckles). You reallyINTAV wanna see those burrowed Banelings. 
D: And it looks like Hyun's gonna go for the fight here. We've got lings coming up from the 
back! 
B: Ahh! BigEVAJ flank with the Lings and the Banelings are coming in from-, but it looks like- 
D: Ow! 
B: allINTQ the Banelings died. 
D: Yeah, Taeja picked up the majority of his army there and left. Three full Medivacs 
dropping Marines down here.  
B: There's bunkers here so no way Hyun can attack into this. He's making 70 more Lings.  
B: The one Medivac drop for Taeja going towards Hyun's fith but he's getting soINTAV 
manyINTQ snipes, the Banelings here- Oh! VeryINTAV goodEVAJ connections here from Hyun.  
D: Taeja not picking up anywhere near as muchINTAV of his army that time as he did in the 
battle before, although it looks like there will be a drop down at the fifth while this fight is 
going on.  
K: yeah. 
D: Hyun pushed back- oh, nope, never mind! 
B: Oh. I think we had a whole (inaudible) SyndromeEN there. 
K: (chuckles) 
B: Er, there is alreadyTA lings to defend this soINTAV goodEVAJ play by Hyun. and Hyun is 
actuallyINTAV- Oh! BigEVAJ surround but- 
D: AllINTQ of Taeja's army is in the middle, almostINTNUM allINTQ the Muters dead 
unfortunatelyINTAV, (inaudible) 
K: Things...these things just aren't dying- 
B: -Lings are just soINTAV bad for the upgrade disadvantage. ReallyINTAV need the Banelings to 
kill off the army, but at the same time Hyun was soINTAV richPSAJ. He's making 13 Mutaliscs 
and ten Banes, but I'm not sure that he can hold on for that longEVAJ.  
D: It does look like Taeja is gonna be able to pick off this fourth, also a drop at the...third it 
looks- ah, no. Just one Marine.  
B: One Marine, yeah. I guess the Medivac died to the fourth. And the Banelings coming in 
now, but- 
K: This isn't cost-effective for Hyun now- Oh! BigEVAJ, bi-, bigEVAJ Widow Mine hit right there.  
D: These Muters running forward, trying to do what they can. Taeja's reinforcements, 
though, are just so much..., with so much goodEVAJ upgrades, with soINTAV manyINTQ goodEVAJ 
upgrades. 'The Lings are just not being able t- to do the damage you'd expect them to do. The 
upgrade disadvantage becoming veryINTAV apparentINTAJ now as these Bio infantry are just 
absolutelyINTAV annihilating Hyun's army.  
B: Hyun does still have that base at the bottom, but I think Taeja just has too muchINTAV here.  
D: Yeah, Hyun not even mining that base at the bottom, unfortunatelyINTAV. Trying to come 
into the middle here. Trying to surround the army with Marines. Taeja kiting back. Hyun 
drops the GG. Taeja will take a 2-0 lead in this series, in this best of five against Hyun.  
K: Yeah I mean, I think everything kinda went wrong for Hyun in the early game there. First 
his six Lings got scouted and then the Roach Bane did nothing. And he still put up a pretty 
goodEVAJ fight. So if I'm Hyun I'm thinking "Ok, next game hopefully it will be more even" and 
who knows, maybe he can, you know, put himself on the scoreboard here. 
D: I think ultimatelyMI, I feel like this is probably the m-(VOD end) 
[End of match] 
 


